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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

For several years ERIC/CAPS hates produced Searchlights--computer searches of the ERIC data

base on topics identified as being of major interest and importance by our on-site users and

by helping professionals working in the field. The Searchlights have proved to be highly useful

as a synthesis of existing documents on a giyen topic, and we have been pleased to provide them

at low cost for persons desiring packaged, instant information in a particular area. Several

years ago we went one step further.

Choosing the,fifteen topics which were in most demand by our ERIC users at that time, we

decided to explore in depth the sources revealed in the computer. search and identify prime issues

and possible trends from the documents, as well as point out the implications of the information

for the work of professionals in our field of counseling and personnel services. In so doing

we hoped to provide an even more valuable service to those who recognize ERIC as a ich storehouse

of information, but who lack the time to examine in detail and analyze the total collection of data.

In the past two years we have added eight new titles to what has become an extremely popular

sir4es of publications. In addition, one venerable title--Career Development: Programs and

Practices--was updated and expanded in 1980. The fifteen areas originally chosen for this special

treatment and the eight new areas are as follows:

Career Development: Programs and Practices
Career Resource Centers
Counseling Adults

Counseling the Aging
Counseling the Exceptional: Handicapped and Gifted

O



Divorce and One-Parent Family Counseling
Evaluation 6f Counselor Effectiveness
Group Guidance
Mid- Career Change

Preretirement Counseling
Program Evaluation and Accountability
Tests and Testing Programs
The Counselor as Change. Agent

. The Counselor as Consultant
Violence in the Schools

Counseling for Alcohol/Tobacco7Drug Abuse
Leisuft Counseling
Manriage Counseling
Parent and Family Counseling,

Counseling for Stress Management
Counseling the 2ilingual Student
Peer Counseling
Sex-Fair Guidance and Counseling

co

The computer search is included in each Searchlight Plus as before, but in addition, readers will

find an opening narrative which highlights certain documents, identifies issues and trends, and

suggests possible implications for the future of guidance and guidande professionals.

We should point out that two of these titles are slightly different from the others. The

ones entitled "Mid-Career Change" and "Preretirement Counseling" contain sources from a number .

of data bases (including ERIC). These particular analyses of the literature were prepared for

an international guidance conference and were designed to review sources from as many data bases

as possible:--Interestingly,_howgw, the most useful informational source in preparing the papers

was ERIC, and much overlap was found to exist in the documents brdught to light from the many data

-bases searched.
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1; This explains the difference between our current series Searchlight Plus and the previous

series Searchlight. If you find the narrative helpful--more helpful than just the basic search--

we would appreciate your telling us so, A major purpose of ERIC is to provide information of

genuine Value to you, the'user.

Garry R, Walz Libby Benjamin --

Director, ERIC/CAPS -Associate Director, ERIC/CAPS
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PEER COUNSELING

Helen L.' Mamarchev

. Introduction

The paraprofessional movement experienced considerable-groinin the 1960's when over

150,000 positions were established in the United States as a result of anti-poverty and

other related-legislation. Today peer counseling continues to be used in a variety of

educational (elementary through postsecondary) and non-education'al settings--mental health

centers, gerontological *services, drug education/rehabilitation programs, correctiohal

institutions, and human sexuality clinics, to name a few. The term "peer counseling" As

defined as a process in which noncerioficated, trained, and s.pervised individuils offer

listening, support, alternatives, and other verbal and nonverbal interactions to peer

group members seeking assistance (ED 112 327). A peer counselor, therefore, is a para-

professional, a person without extensive professional training, who is specifically"

selected, trained, and provided ongoing supervision to perform designated tasks usually

carried out by a counseling profeuional (ED 125 705).

This review of the literature, derived from a comprehensive computer search of the

ERIC data base (November 1966-January 1981), examines peer counseling in terms of its

history and rationalet_roles and functions, selection and training procedures, program

descriptions, evaluation and effectiveness, and implications for counselors. The EJ

(journal) and ED (docuMent) references are listed in descending numerical order in the



References section-ofthit-ibnograph, Which contains the full computer search.

History and Rationale

The paraprofessional- movement; of the 1960's started because of the shortage-of pro-
,

festimlly trained helping personnel and of funding for employing such personnel. This

movement developed further'as a response to increasing demands for services by specific

client groups, e.g., students at all educational levels, community memberS seeking mental

health services, and recipients of anti-poverty program benefits.

A 1967 American' Personnel and Guidance Association Committee formed to examine the

utilization of peer counselors stated that:.

It is the position of the Association that
appropriately prepared support personnel,
under the supervision of the counselor, can
contribute to meeting counselors' needs by
enhanCing the work of.the counselor. The
appropriate use of such personnel will
facilitate the work of the .counselor and
make the total endeavor more effective.
(ED 25 705,_pp.7-8)

`Peer comeling was seen as a viable strategy to: (1) maximize the use of professional

trainift and experience; (2) offer more effective services through special skills and
/

.

identification with peers; (3) relieVe the-.professional staff of routine responsibilities

which did not require,their'level of expertise; (4) offer services at reduced cost to

the consumer; (5) generate'higher morale among professional staff members.; and (6) create

an outreach endeavor with the obJeCtlyes of.providing regular, systematiC input into the

2
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-system by.members.ofthe.popoldtIon served, as well as listening, understanding, and,.

.referring indiOduals:when.tppropriate (q) 125.705).

Thus, over"

, settings, e.g.,

.time,'Reer:toUnseling- was and tOWnues to'be impleMented in a variety of-
:

schools, university counselinftenters and residence halls, mental .health

Settings and
'clinics, comMunitl; 'centers; drug/alcohol and rehibilitati-on iektiCes, human sexuality populations

*graft, and gerontological centers' , and ilith a variety of pOulationt, including';

-,--_children, adolescents, college students, adults, reentry women, prisoners, older adults,

'delinquents, disadvantaged youth, and physicaliy'handicapped persons (EJ 147 766)_,

'. Roles and Functions
. -

The roles and functions issumed.6y peer counselorscontribute,to overall counseling

service§ In a-unique manner. Three 1a tors makelieercounseling pirticularly valuable
, .

F

a counseling aid: (1) the 'ability of a peer to understand the concerns of a memher
, .

of his/her peer group; (2) elimination (of possible role Conflict between *-J'lt counselors

and their child clients or helping prc4esiSonals and' their dult.clients; tnd (3) the
4 2' w

acCessibility'Of a peer (EJ 223 344): i

',search indicates that_the identi iable'difference between effective and ineffective
-- 0

1

C.' 0

fcounselors is the high degree to which 'ffective counselors,communiCtteto-their_clients

the key variables of empathy, regtrd, and, genuineness. Theoretically, deep caring and

-respect for the client (regard) and relative absence-of role identifitation.(genuineness)
4

should be equally possible for professional nd peer counselors. However, peers may have

0
V 3
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an advantage in understanding how members of their own group really think,.feel,.and are

affected by particular concerns. This is not to say that professional counselors do not

have the ability to understand, but rather to suggest that professionals may understand

too well, because their life experiences, formal training, and Laturityenable thewto

_perceive at a higher level. If the-goal of counseling is to interpret, diagnose, or

provide solutions, then the professional counselor's higher level of understanding is

invaluable. However, if the goal of counseling is really to listen to the client and

_to communicate empathy, then the professional counselor's knowledge and skill level may

influence the process unfavorably (EJ 223 344).

When an a' It counselor communicates with a child, the child's perception of the

counselor is colored by a transference of knowledge and feelings gained from previous

encounters with adults. Adults often accept responsibility, attempt to instill values,

direct growth, and restrict or punish to teach socially acceptable behaviors to children.

Such perceptions and expectations brought to the counseling experience by the child have

the pOtential to impede the counseling relationship. For these reasons, the peer coun-

selor is more likely to be sought out and used by members of his/her group (EJ 223 344).

This illustration is also applicable to relationships between professional counselors

and adult clients,_ who may perceive the helping professional as an authority figure, a
---

moor /father figure, or a punitive agent because of prior experiences with adults (or

parents) in positions of power and authority.

The easy access to peer counselors and the likelihood that they will be approached

4
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by members of their group are factors-contributing to the value of peer counseling. Peers

are often available beyond the restrictions of appointments, the school day, or the g to 5

office hours. The value of the peer counselor, however,-4s not meant to negate the impor-

tance of qualified helping professionals. Many problemt experienced by chiliren and adults

are too complex for peer` counselors and require the expertise of professional counselors.

In these cases, peer counselors can encourage their peers to seek the assistance of profes-

sionals and thus can serve as a communication link between the client and professional

. counselor (EJ 223 344).

The roles and functions assigned'to the peer counselor are dependent on the nature of

the counseling service/program, the a-ge/educationil level of the peer counselor, the client

population, and tne caseload of the professional counselors, and may be performed either

directiy or indirectly, These functions include the following:

Direct Helping Relationship

1.' Individual interviewing

t. Securing limited, factual information through a semi-structured or structured

interview.

b.. Giving information prepared in advance and approved by the professional coun-

selor for its appropriateness, with an emphasis on facts rather than interpretation.

c. Explaining in practical lay terms the purposes and procedures involved in the

counseling procest.

d. Engaging the counselee in informal, casual discussion to. put him/her at

16
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ease and establish an openness to counseling, particularly when the counselee

appears hostile toward or apprehensive* about counselifig.

2. Small group interviewing or discussion

a. Guiding discussions as a leader in a largely pre-planned program.

b. Describing staff and materials as an information resource person or telling

how and Where to acquire needed resources.

c. Acting as a recorder during the group session, under the supervision of a
?

professional counselor.'

d. Observing verbal and nonverbal interactions in groups, following predeter-

mined cues and procedures for making observations.

e. Participating in informal conversations with members of a small group to

help-put them at ease and to initiate helping relationshiils that may be pro-

vided by subsequent counseling..

f. Giving' information and support to outreach activities of the counseling

service/program.

Indirect Helping Relationships

1. Information gathering and processing

a. Administer4, scoring, and profiling nonclinical standardized tests and

appraisal instruments.

b. Obtaining and maintaining information on the scope and outlook of the world

of work and employment trends, in accordance with instruction frOm the professional

6
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counselor. 4--

c. Contacting various. sources for records and information relevant to the

counseling,service/progfam.

d. Searching for new sources of information about_the_cli-ents-and/or-enviTonm-eht,

under the direction of the professional counselor.

e. Prepafing educational,-occupationaT-and personal-social information for

visual or audiovisual presentation or transmittal, in accordance with instruc-

tions from the professional counselor.

f. Identifying new client referral sources under the professional counselor's

supervision. N
g. Securing speci=fic special information about former counselees uTgn_request--

and under the supervistm.of-a-professibhal counselor.

Ir. Operating audio/visual/audiovisual equipment as directed by the professional

counselor.

2. Referrals of clients

a. Initiating contacts with specific referral agencies.

b, Aiding counselees to make contacts with appropriate referral agencies.

3. Placement and routine follow-up

a. Establishing and maintaining working relationships with organized community/

education placement agencies.

20
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b. Developing specific placement opportunities for =individual cases under the

supervision of the professional counselor.

c. Maintaining ongoing surveys of placement conditions and trends as requested

by the.professional counselor.

d. Searching for new placement resources useful to clients.

e. Securing routine follow-up information as directed by the professional

counselor.

4. Program planning and management

a. Performing routine data collection` and analysis as a research assistant.

b. Procuring and/or preparingmaterials for the professional counselor.

c. Preparing standardized reports of contacts with clients, potential clients,

referral sources, and placement agencies.

d. Maintaining apprOpriate personnel and information records for the profes-

sional counselor.

' e. Supervising and coordinating the activities of clerical personnel under the

\,\general supervision orthe proftssional counselor. '(ED 125 705)

In general, the roles and functiohs, of the professional counselor and the peer

counselor differ in the follOwtng ways:

1. Professional counselors perform counseling functions described in professional

policy statements, while peer counselors perform activities that contribute to the

overall counseling service.

22 e8
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2. The work of professional counselors involves synthesis and integration of the

interrelated parts of the_entire counseling service. The work of peer counselors focuses

on fewer, particular tasks and becomes an integral part of the larger whole-only, under

the direction and leadership of the professional counselor(s).

3. Professional counselors.base their performance on the use of theory, authorita-

tiie knowledge of effective procedures, and evaluation of tije entire counseling process.

Peer counselors' functions'are characterized by more limited theoretical backgrounds and

training and specializeion in one or more support activities (ED 125 7D5).,

Selection and Training

Selection

Selection is key to achieving success in a peer counseling program, the foundation

on which the components of training, performance;-and-evaluation are based. Selection

= is'a two-stage process involving choice of positions that'are clearly paraprofessional

in nature and choice of individuals who can fulfill the requirements of the positions

and of the total counseling serviceMogram (EJ 147 768, EJ 147 765, ED 112 322).

Selecting positions may involve employing one or more paraprofessionals'in several

positions, e.g., 'assistants fin career planning and placement services, or several persons-

in one type of position, e.g., residqnt assistants in college housing facilities.

Establishing peer counseling_poOttOns should include: (1) making judgments about the

suitability of the position(s) for peer counselor staffing; (23 involving peer counselors.

9
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as an integral part of the counsftling service/program; (3) writing a specific, cleir job

.description; (4) identifying qualification$°and skills necessary for the position; (5)

4 -

speCifying arrangements for training, supervision, and evaluation; and (6) gaining-support

-and financial assistance from administrators, faculty, Iteachers,professional counseling

--_ staff members-, parents, and others whose -support is critical to the success-of the peer

counseling components.

The next step is to choose the most appropriate 'person(s) to-fill the position(s).

Artive recruitment may take place through advertising, word-of-mouth, contacts.'with

spedific client groups to be served, designation of an individual whom applicants could

contact for information or applications, and solicitation of names of prospective appli-

cants from faculty or staff members. Minimal qualifications that applicants should

possess include sufficient experience within the educational institution or agency

context, a certain level of interpersonal competence and communisation skills that allow,

for effective interactions with a variety of individuals and groups, the ability to cope

with ambiguity and stress, the ability to organize his/her daily life, and a willingness

to work within the philosophy of the counseling service/aOncy (ED 112 322).

The actual selection process ranges from the applicant's request to work with peers

(EJ 147 770) to screening and evaluation interviews (ED 106 736, and the use of objective

personality measures to identify personal attributes associated with effective perfor-

mance (EJ 195 763). Some personality measures include the Rokeach Dogmatism Scale,

10 26
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the idwardi-lerson.al Preference-Schedule, the Personal Orientation Inventory, alid the-

.MinneSota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (these tests tend to be used primarily, with
..,..

.. .. .
. .

fosisecondary,,students and adults). Other methodi used to evaluate actual candidate
.

performance =- consist of the leaderless group discussion, ole- playing, group-discussions

-led- by pear counselors and/or professional counselors, sociodrama, and Canhuff rating

scales (E./ 195 763). The final selections are made on some combination of applications,

the applicant's preVious leadership experience, recommendations, individual/group inter-
0

view eValUations, acadenfic.ayerage or educational level, and ratingS of the candidate's

life_ experiences.

dliencpopulation

The selection

peer counselors is

Consideration of - ethnic -:and edUcational-- level representation for the

to be served is also .necessary in' the fina12selection -procedure.

of professional, counselors to act as trainers and supervisors far the.

also critical to the success cf the peer counsel ing -program. Qual 1-

Mations or these helping professional s- incl -ude -an interest ih the peer counseling

,program; willingness to work,wittl peer co.unsetors as co-helpers in the program; and

the:Ability, to listen, direct, teach;and-desigri an organizational frainework within which
s 0

-'the peer counselor can develop ,his/fier.skills and itndwredge '(ED 112 322).

Trainingy rs

.... , . , .. .
Peer Counselor training programs-incorporate a wide variety of 'methods and techniques.

'; , ,
,

Such training is designed to help pier counselors eliminate negaitve habits and teach*.

po sItive, helping ri§porises: Training objectives 'consist .generally of teaching:,(1)

.4',,goodlistening skills; (2) greatr,Awareness of verbal and nonveybal behaviors on 'the

r

z
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part of self and others; (3) strategies for establishing a nonthreatening environment;

(4) ways of responding, such as feedback and clarification, to encourage the client's

self-growth; (5) recognition of the signs when-professional counseling help is needed;

and (6) resources for referrals or general information (educational, personal-social,

or occupational) (ED 112-322). Knowledge and skills needed by peer counselOrs include

the development of a support system among them.selves, mareness of administrative poli-
.

ciei and protedures, and interpersonal relationship/job-specific skiTls.

A variety of techniques is useful in the training of peer counselors. These methods

generally follow a basic sequence: identifying a particular skill, breaking it down

into small steps, explaining its goals and objectives, demonstrating, having the trainee

Training
role=play, giving feedback, and then repeating the practice-feedback process until mini- techniques

mum performance is demonstrated by the trainees (ED 106 736, ED 082 093). Specific pro-

cedures involve the use of videotapes (EJ 195 426), roleplaying (EJ 087 460), group

discussions (ED 181 174), decision-making models '(ED 174 758), values clarifications

exercises (EJ 223 344), basic counseling skill training (ED 112 322), microcounseling

(ED 106 736), and lecture or didactic presentations (EJ 223 344).

Peer counselor training prograMs exist in a variety of settings. In schools they

focus on all levels: elementary .(EJ 147 767); upper elementary/junior high (EJ 223 344,

EJ 107 178); secondary /high school (EJ 108 860, EJ 105 553, ED 082 093); community

college ;(ED 181 966); and college/university-(EJ 195 763, EJ 166 833, EJ 079-098;

ED'106 736, ED 087 965). Training prograMs also exist for peer counselors working in

Peer counselor I

training
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assertiveness groups (EJ 197 503), human sexuality programs (EJ 167 337), residence halls
.

(EJ 142 638), drug abuse programs (EJ 103 834), and-services offered by disabled,and non -

disabled Persons to physically handicapped individuals (ED 181 357). A well- designed

training program not only consists of extensive preservice learning sessions, but also

continues to provtde for the needs of the peer counselors in areas,of greater knowledge

acquisition and skill upgrading.

Training is alSo necessary for the Orofeeiional counselors who train and supervise

counselors. This training, often offered,in workshop format, provides experieucei in

team-building and coordination, goal-setting, delivery system developient and manage-

ment, and trainee evaluation (ED 112 322, ED 106 736). The professional counselor is

, also responsible for explening and monitoring the ethical standards and confidentiality

'procedures of the peer counseling program.' In general, the professional counselor is

responsible for the following: (1) welfare of peer counselors and their clients; (2)

selection of the best 4alified peer counselors; (3) pebvision of positive, appropriate

`training experiences; (4) maintenance of confidentiality; (5) techniques and materials

used by the peer counselors; and (6) supervision of the-peer counselors through feed-

back, consultation, and peer review (EJ 147 771).

Program Descriptions

The descriptive literature on peer counseling programs is abundant, in both educa-

tional and non-educational settings. Afew of them are delineated below as representative

31 13
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examplesof,the-tervices'peer counselors, can offer.

At he-elementary_school level,. peer counselors often serve as models in group

counseling sessions. -StOdents-experiencing developmental problems and willing f'ORarti-
--

_cipate in counseling sessions are assigned to groups led by peer and-professional counse-
.

lors. The peer counselors provide active leadership, use facilitative communication skills,

furnish. support, and offer immediate feedback for_counselee,effortt at new behavior. Elementary
programs

_Throughout the program, peer counselors meet separately with the professional to. discuss

and review audiotapes of the preceding session. -These meetings emphasfze role.Modeling

and planning approaches for individual counselee and-group-growth (EJ 147 768). At
0

this level peer counselOrs-serve as appropriate behavior models for peers needing to

'develop more effective. modes of social interaction or assistance with academic diffi-

culties (EJ 114 040, EJ 080 813, ED 163 005). They can also-help change the behavior

of disruptive student's through positive reinforcement (EJ 147 769, EJ 147 455, EJ 120 627).

In middle and junior high ...zhools, students serve in service-oriented helping_rotet,

They often work wTt-h-bOthihe school counselors and members of a community mental health

agency. The program is designed to accomplish, the following: (1) increase the number

of positive student role models in the student bOdy; (2) help school counselors meet

student needs; (3) permit more effective use of counselor time; and (4) offer additional

service-oriented facilities within the school (EJ 193 692). The peer counselors parti-

-tipate.in activities such as publicizing the counseling services, 4toring other students

14
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under teacher supervision, orienting new students,'planning school-wide activities,

Acting as, media center aides, acting as school guides, and working as dependable mes-

sengers for the counselors and administrative staff (EJ 225 475, EJ 114 010, EJ 085 753,

ED 138 888),

High'school peer counselors are selected, trained, and given responsibility for

perfOrmIng an outreach service for the guidance counseling office. .Peer counseling

helps adolescents make.the transition to responsible, satisfying adulthood by: (1)

giving adolescents guidance in -self- definition;- (2- )-developing Afrawarenets of ambiva-

lence and conflicting demands; (3) training adolescents for responsible 130Aviors;

-(4j-setting-realistic expectations and obtainable goals; (5) prOViding opportunities

to assume responsibility for their own behavior and live with the outcomes; and (6)

enhancing their abilities to deal effectively with new probleMs (ED 158 151). ,High

school peer counseling.programs are also designed to offer formal (referral) and informal

(personal-social) counseling (EJ 188 423), health education (EJ 174 592), guidance

information 4EJ 165 879), social problem-solving strategies (EJ 135 530), self-awarenesi

enhancement (EJ 117 324), self-concept development strategies (E4 114 012), stress

counseling (EJ 101 008), career options (EJ 085 954), developmental exercises (ED 163 355),

human relations skills training (ED 080 916), and personal growth assessment techniques

,(ED 080 910). Effective high school peer counseling programj may turn obstacles into

gl.owth opportunities for, student counselors while strengthening outreach services

15,
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offered-by the guidance counseling office.

High school peer counselors serve as information sources about college information

(EJ 223 408), "Positive Peer Culture.models in inner city schools (ED 124 657), peer
4 .1

leadership trainers (EJ 175 654), career planning/placement assistants (ED 098 454),--,

and psychology classroom aides (ED 093 772).- Adolescents are also valuable resources

in meeting the problem of child/teenager maltreatment. Programs may consist of a youth-
.

staffed "hot line," a self-help group, dissemination of information pamphlets for recog-

nizing maltreatment, and a public awareness campaign (EJ 194 722). Peer counseling,

from a black perspective, is an educational tool which may 'Selo young blacks make choices .

to-enhance their lifestyles (EJ 174 834), as well as'to provide i ;iteraction and supports

for job behavior and work orientation (ED 130 032).

Peer counseling at the Tmunity college level provides counseling services for

lifelong learners. The services focus on developmental needs (EJ 219 909), enhance

communication among students and between students and staff (ED 145 908), and augment

professional services (ED 125 705, ED 103 053). Peer counselors provide peer leadership

Community college
programs

and student personnel services to,other students after intensive training in communication

and interpersonal stills, decision-Making strategies, referral, and group interaction

techniques (ED 128 733).

At the college/university level, peer counseling is viewed as a complement to College/
University

instructional efforts, in-both the classroom and such areas as student government and programs
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student personnel services (EJ 188 456).: Responding to the developmental needs and

4onterns of college students is a major focus ofpany peer counseling programs(E1 160 204,

EJ 149 940, EJ 137 593, EJ 135 698, E11 132,/97, E3 117 136, EJ 104 397, _EJ 080.786).

Peer counseling tenters,offer information, counseling, referrals, and_crisis intervention

_ (ED 146 502, ED 146 478, ED 079 653). Peer counselors are used as academic advisors to

-'increase the probability Of academic and,social survival of students identified in need

of assistance. Academic coping concentrates on imprOving eacn student's sc f-direction

through the development of meaningful and realistic goals, providing ac,' c survival

information, recommending support' services, and serving as a clearinghouse for specific

academic information-like course descriptions, requireRents, schedules, and registration.

Socialization coping stresses the development of'a realistic understanding of campus

life and peer acceptance, the reduction of isolation coupled witkinereased involvement

and interaction, and the acceptance of self-worth and independence,through greater

awareness of inner resources (ED 158 210). Peer academic advising programs 'recognize
. .

the critical balance between academic achievement and the self-actualization process

(EJ 207 743, EJ 159 594, EJ 119 038, ED 145 376, ED 145 315, ED 136 159, ED 133 630).

College students are also effedive peer counselors in the following areas:

financial aid (EJ4194,387,- EJ -173 868,-E6 148 206), teaching (EJ 116 245, ED 188 032),
o

adhissions recruiting (EJ 149 860), career planning and placement (EJ 147 826, ED 174 758,

,ED 098 44,8),'housing(ED 117 106), disadvantaged student programs (EJ 197 575, EJ 116 710),

veterans services (EJ 175 232), black student services (EJ 142 636), health/Rental health
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enters (EJ 186 502, ED 175 840);commutee'student services (EJ 137 592), and foreign
.

tident pi7olrams -(b--092-.,197):._ Peer counseling often an `integral part Of services
. _

offered-to'nontraditional students ,(ED 130 214) and reentry...women (EJ 201 670, ED 154 853),
,

_

as:-well courses in the'academic diicipline of -counselor education (EJ147 S40,
-...

EJ 090 891)-and teacher educition (ED151 629). These studenf-to-stUdent programs are

examples of cooperative.'ventures among administrative/fecultyiqudent personnel worker

skills.,4nd °student skilla atiLi..empitthy,- designed to meet student needs more effectively
,.

and efficiently -(EJ 085°654; :ED 116; 111
0.

,

,Officials whoa are considering peer counseling programs for their institutions mayf ,, - 1

wiSIL,to peruse 1 ight-hearted :recipe for. freshian orientation :

1,4=Ingredients:, 100 -250 Prospective College Students
20-40,Trained Opperclass Students

'302:50 Trained, Faculty and Staff
, Yards of Territory'

Dash of TLC
Institutional Values
Warmitfg Environments
Garnish .

,
.., ,

Prepare RrospectiVe students by regular Mailinp- anticipation for
freshmen and relaxation forparents. Stir pros .ve students into, their territory gradually with hal f of the traineestbdents. Remove
any ,Neents that stick to territory: Blend with great ,care the
remainder of the trained 'students and-all. the trained faculty and
staff, making,,slye-the territory.does not separate from the.prbspec-

:. tive students. Dot not stop stirring, Sprinkle TCC,ancrinstitutional
'values thoroughly with clear purposes. Place in a warm environment
for 2-5 "days. Garnish with firesides, songs, beanies, t-stri rts , good-
times, accurate advice aneclear expectations beforeserving to the
academic year.- a ,

(EJ 1i13"000, p.24)
$

S
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university,
orientation
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Clearly, significant student involvement in the design and *lamentation of programs for

otherstudents can.be a worthwhile institutional activity.

-Peer counselors work with other, populations and in nonacademic environments. .Pro-

grams-in drug7education (EJ 216 951, EJ 125 554, ED 112 322)', anti-smoking (EJ 200 750),

'human- sexuality (EJ 198 760, EJ 179 062, EJ 150 769, EJ 150 768, EJ 101.743? ED 167 931)

use peer tounselors for information dissemination, counseling and referrals. Telephone

counseling "hot lines" employ peer counselors in crisis intervention' situations (EJ 228 492,
/7 ,

-EJ 147 878). Various pOpUlatfOhs,are also served by peer' counseling services, including

the disabled (EJ 142 629: EJ 137 740), single Parents (ED 153 i40),, exceptional elementary/
----, Special-programs-

.

secondary students (EJ 184 888), delinquents (ED 134 658), mothers-CU-1a 267), prisoners
populations

.

(EJ 175 281), and women (EJ 127 436, ED!163 374). Individuals in need of grief counseling

(EJ 177 291, EJ 177 241, ED 177 417) or preretirement counseling (EJ-147 852i often.find'

that peer-counselors' life-experiences and insights are useful in their own decision-
:

,Older adults may be underservedby helping professionals who differ in age, social

backgrOund and values. Professionals may alio hold negative attitudes toward the aged

and be reluctant to develop prograMs for'them. Older adults, for their part, often

stress individual responsibility for'problems and feel ashimed of their "condition."

Trained peer counselorsttbecause they are more readily accepted by older clients, help

bridge this gap in service delivery ,(EJ 186 441). Programs exist for consumer education
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(EJ 210 514), coping with interpersonal problemS (EJ 137 727), mental health services

(F 177 381), and communication skills (ED 142-904).

Peer counselors operate in a variety_of settings and-Client"populations. Their use

in such a broad array of prOgrams suggests a strong belief in their value fofthe overall

success'of counseling services.
o-

EValuation and Effectiveness

Evaluation of peer counseling prOgram is an ongoing process built into the initial

design of the prigraM`, not merely added as an afterthought. The goals of the evaluation'

effort are to increase credibility of the program, proVide performanCe feedback, deter-

mine if goals were obtained;'and decide which program components. should be continued

and/or altered (EJ 216 5450. Evaluation must take into account the effect of the peer

counseling program on both the client population and the, peer counselors (EJ 223 344).

Effect on Client Population'

The effect of peer counseling on c ay be determined by_collecting data riout

the number of'clients seen, the number of sessions client, and the types of concerns

expressed. Clients may complete anonymous, confidential dback instruments assessing

their satisf4ction with an individual peer counselor and with th' l'ogram in general.

- The literature contains many articles and documents about the outcomes of client

participation in peer counseling programs. The majority of these materials tend to

support the use of peer counseling, but with the caution that such programs are only
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successful when they-are closely and carefully monitored-by the professional counseling

_ staff, Some results suggest that the age/experience level of the peer counselor may have

_ a-negative impact; as in the case of-a-"hot line" staffed by pre-adolescent peer counselors

who were unable to calmly discuss-the caller's problem in depth (ED 111-900).

Most clients express satisfaction with their peer counseling experience, however,

includinO disadvantaged college students (EJ 213 826), prisoners (EJ 213 899), drdpouti

.(EJ 142 688), study skills students (EJ 210 586), learning disabled students (EJ -078 989),

and minority junior high school students'(ED 120 604). Positive outcomes are expressed

by recipients of peer counseling services in colleges and universities (EJ,223 123,

EJ 208-625, EJ 122 210, -E41-111 665, EJ '111 .661 -, ED-116 111, ED 106 673), college housing

(EJ 103 928), microteaching (EJ 173 439), psychology classes (ED 137 703), crisis inter- Client
satisfaction

vention IEJ 092 392), helping skills training (EJ 177 151), -suicide prevention (EJ 122345), with programs

and academic advlsing (EJ 207 743, EJ 200 848). Elementary school students (EJ.177 424)-

and high school students (EJ 173 200, EJ 171 229) indicate positive-growth in their

personal development and greater confidence in their ability to set goals, make decisions,

and accept the consequences of their behavior. Analyses of preferences for types of

counselors suggest that many clients'prefer female and peer counselors (EJ 175 397,-

ED 101 229), as well as peer counseling in general (EJ 168,727), rather than professional,

counselors or, psychotherapists..

el.
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Effect on Peer Counselors

The effect,of peer counseling on the counselors can be measured. by objective 'pre-

and post-tests of specific knowledge in the subject areas. 'Growth in individual counseling

skills can be measured through pre- and post-test comparisons of taped counseling sessions

or behavior rating scale assessments by other peer counselors and professional counseling

staff members.

Theliterature suggests that most peer counselors, regardless of age or setting,

tend to experience positive personal growth from the counseling experience. The acronym,

HELPING, spells out the potential gains from such an experience (ELI 147 765):

H = help

E = emotions or
empathy

-= learning

P = peers, people,
and personal

problems

recognizing the. good feelings that peer
counselors get from helping others,
including feeling'useful, positively
reinforced, and secure.

identifying feelings in oneself and
in others, and develop basic Communica-
tion skills of listening, clarifying,
reflecting, and giving feedback.

acquiring knowledge about rules for
classroom/group discussions, showing
respect for others, and viewing the
counseling experience as an instructional
source about life and"the rights of others.

developing interpersonal skills and
experiencing personal growth and
maturity While dealing with others'
concerns.
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I = self-image and
'interests

N = nourishing and
nurturant needs

G guidance

wilding a positive self-Concept and
acquiring a broad variety of interests
to expand personal horizons.

feeling _ pleasure in task involvement
and reaching out to others in a
responsible manner.

acting appropriately and responsibly,
developing good attending behaviors, '

learning techniqueS to influence the
behavior of others, and internalizing

decision-making procedures.

Research indicates that peer counseling programs coffer several advantages, including

.the following: (1) equal effectiveness and greater client acceptance than professional

counselors; (2) economical means for service delivery; (3) availability for "after-hours"

locations; (4) ability, with training, to make referrals to"professional5;"(5) ability

to identify and empathize with their., peers; and (6). benefits of personal development from

the counseling experience. On the other hand, as with any innovative program, there are

.--a-number-df-di-sa-dvantages-:----(11-fiatic-dr-cdittinu y amcnitiFthife-er counseling staff;

(2).demands on professional staff time to train, supervite ancLeitaluate; (3) potenti..

problem of'role balance for the peer counselor (counselor vs.,peer); (4) accountability

in terms of providing the best possible help for the clients and (5) difficulty

of placing the peer counseling program into the larger counseling*program to maintain

organfiationargoals and objectives. These disadvantages, however, can be dealt with

effectively through careful attention to selection, training, and supervision (EJ 207 743,
0

EJ 161 948, EJ 144 326, EJ 144 326, EJ 144 321, EJ 108 864, EJ 108 458, EJ 085 664).

/I
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Implications for Counselors

This literiture review indicates that a-large body of material on the subject of

-peer counseling already exists.. Counselors should be aware,that a wide range of programs,
.,

addressed to'the needs of,various populations and educational levels, is already avail-
.._

able to them, and they should review these prior to initiating or designing programs in

_their own settings. Although no program can or".should be adopted as isemany programs
_

canbe adapted by the counselor for his/her own use. In short, there is no need to

re-invent the wheel!

COunselorS should understand that careful selection of professional counselors for

-trainers, ongoing training efforts, and follow-up and monitoring of peer counselor

activities are crucial to the success of.a peer counseling program (EJ 147 772). Counse-

lors should anticipate and minimize barriers to program success by careful attention to

the definition of i peer counselor, namely, an individual who is specifically selected

trained, and given ongoing supervision to perform designated portions of the tasks

,usually performed by professional (EJ 207 743). Finally, counselors should

recognize that by taking an active part in'the development and implementation of peer

counseling programs, they can make a'major contribution, to the total educational and

individual development prote'ss. They thereby work to meet the demands for accountability

placed on today's,helping professionals.

a
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Peer counseling is ,a viable response to,Meeting the needs of a,variety'of.cliehts
et,

throughout the _life spay. Arcorems exist in edutational and nor-educational settings

,, _0,

and provide penetits ..7or both the clients and the peep counselors. 'Alihough different
.-

,

1n'structure and method, these progCaMs are an effective and economical means to expand
,..-

.

,
,

'.'the outreach efforts of professional .counselors.

C.
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,EJ228492 PS509720'
Profiles of Youthliners and Issuek Relating to a Telephone

Counseling Service in a New Zealand City.
Drummond, Wilhelmina J.
Adolescence, y15 h57. p159.7/0 Spr - 1980
Reprint: UMI
Language: English
Document Type:- JOURNAL ARTICLE (080)f RESEARCH REPORT (143)
Describes the results of a survey on characteristics of

Youthliners, adolescent peer counselors who staff a hotline
service in New Zealand. (55)

Descriptors: *Adolescents/ *Adults/ Attitudes/ +Crisis
Intervention/ Foreign Countriei/ *Hotlines (Public)/
Individual Characteristics/ *Peer Counseling/ Program
Descriptions/ Surveys,

Identifiers: NeW Zealand

EJ225475 EA512998
Peer Counseling in the Middle School:A Model Program.
Grady, Joan Butterworth
Phi Delta
Reprint;
Language:

Kappan,
UMI
English

v61 niO p710 Jun
A,

,

1980

Document' Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE-(080): ,PROJECT DESCRIPTION
111 )

Describes the successful implementation of the Models at
Prevention program in peer counseling in Colorado's Laredo
Miqlfpee

counselors, and the' range of tasks 'assigned to peer

School; including the initial and ongoing training of

--counselort. (POD) "

DesCriptors:_ Junior High Schools/ Middle Schools/ *Peer
Counieling/ Program Oescriptionl
Idehtifiers: Laredo Middle-School CO

EJ223408 'CG516589
Using`, High School Peer Counselors to Work with College

Representatives.
---AUstin.,Oolores Kable

JOUrhal\of the National Association of 'College Admissions
CounselorS-024 n3 p40 May 1980

Language: English
Document \TYPRS JOURNAL ARTICLE (ORO)
Norridge ,High School counselors developed a program using

peer counselqC5-te_obAaln-and-thare-information 'from college
After initial. training sessions they

!^+firviewed the representatives, posted descriptions-. of the
colleyes, and'answered students' questions. (JAC)
Descviptors: *Admission _Officers /- *College Admission/

College-Bound Students/ College Choice/ College-Eceparation/
,- *Col ege--Schoer Cqoperiflon/ *Interpersonal Relationship/

*Peer Counseling/ School Counselors/ Secondary Education
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Identifiers: *Illinois (Norridge)-

EJ223344 CG518525
A Humanistic Peer Counseli-Ig Model Fdr Usemln the Upper

Elementary or Secondary Schools.
Raiche, Bernard M.
Humanist Educator, v18 n2 p88296 Dec 1979
Reprint: UMI
Language: English
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080): GENERAL REPORT (140)
Discusses value of peer counseling for children and

adolescents and provides model for development of peer
counseling programs. Includes,selection and training of peer
counselors, counselor-client needs. evaluation, documentation
and institutionalization of peer counseling programs.
Emphasites. special relationship ,obtainable between peer
counselors and clients. (N98)
Descriptors: +Counselor Client ReTationshipt_ Counselor

Selection/ *Counselor Training/ Elementary Secondary Education
/ *Helping Relationship/ interpersonal" Relationship/ *Peer
Counseling/ +Program Development/ Program Evaluation/ Students

EJ223123 CG518304
longftudinill Evaivation of Service Demand at

Peer Counseling Center.
Hinrichsen, James J.; Zwibelman, Barry B.'
Journal of .Counseling Psychology, v26 n2,

1979
Reprint: UMI
Language: English
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (ORO): RESEARCH UEPORI (143)
Examines changes in user service demand at a,college-based

peer counseling center. More detailed analyses describe
changes in both absolute and relative frequency of demand For
services, mode of access'(telephone or walk-in) to services,
and types of problems presented by males and females. (Author)

Descriptors: Coilege Students/ *Guidance Centers/ *Higher
-Education/ +Needs Assessment/ +Peer Counseling/ *Program
Evaluation/ Sex Differences/ Student Problems/ +Use Studies

A
a University

rA9-63 Mar.
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New Directions for Community Colleges, v8 n1 p31-38 Spr
1980 ti

Reprint: UMI
LangUage: English
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); POSITION PAPER (120)
Recommends that counseling services for lifelong learnerzs at

community colleges fogus on developmental needs and be
Integrated with other programs. of the college. Discusses the

=personal characteristics of the counselor /educator and
proposes a-peer group counseling model. (OM)

1166Descriptors: *Adult Counseling/ Adult Education/ Adult
Learning/ Adult Programs/ Community Colleges/ Counselor
Characteristics/ *Educational Counseling/ Educatitinal
Responsibility/ *Group Counseling/ *Guidance/ Individual
Development/ Lifelong Learning/ *Peer Counseling

Identifiers: Community College of Vermont

Ed216951 SP509275
"Angel Dust": An Overview of Abuse Patterns and Prevention

Strategies.
Petsonk. Carol A.: McAlister, Alfred L'.
Journal of School Health; v49 nI0 p565-68 Dec 1979

_Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type; JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); PROJECT DESCRIPTION

(141); EVALUATIVE REPORT (142)
The use of pe=: guidance\ to prevent misuse of the drug

phencyclidine is suggested. (LH)
Descriptors: Adolescents/ Behavior Patterns/ *Drug Abuse/

*Drug Education/ *Intervention/ *Peer Counseling/ Prevention/
*Role Models .

Ed216545 JC502038
An Applia'atfon of Formative Research in Psychological

Education.
Exum, Herbert A.
Community/Junior College Research Quarterly, v4 n1 p9-19

Oct-Dec 1979
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080);, PROJECT DESCRIPTION

'640; EVALUATIVE REPORT (142)
Reports on a study to: (1)-dssign, implement, and evaluate

an undergraduate peer-helping program 'curriculum with the
major objective of facilitating cognitive/affective maturity
and (2) test the effectiveness and praticality of using
formative research In designing and evaluating the program.
Discusses findings and implications. (AYC)
_Descriptors: *Educational ProgriMs/ *Formative Evaluation/
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Individual Development/ Maturation/ *Peer Counseling/ *Peer
Teaching/ Program Descriptions/ Program Design/ Program
Evaluation/ Psychology/ Tutoring/ *Tutors/ Two Year Colleges/
Two Year College Students

EJ2I3899- CG517156
Peer and Professional Counselors: Prisoners' Preferences and

Evaluations.
Cahill, Thomas'J.: And Others
Criminal Justice and Behavior,_ v6 n4 p400-15 Dec 1979
Language: ENGLISH

, Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); RESEARCH REPORT (143)
Inquired into, prisoners',, preference for and evaluation of

peer counselor inmates trained in counseling or professional
counselors, through use of videotaped, simulated counseling
vignettes. Barron's Ego Strength Scale was not 'a useful
predictor of inmates' preference. Several subjects preferred
professional counselors; however, this did not lead to more
favorable evaluations. (Author/EF)

Descriptors: Correctional Education/ *Correctional
Rehabilitation/ *CounSelor Evaluation/ Counselors/ *Peer
Counseling/ Peer Evaluation/ *Prisoners/ *Rehabilitation
Counseling

Identifiers:_*Barrons Ego Strength Scale

EJ213826 CG517083
The Tutor Counselor: A New Role Model.
Blustein, David L.; Burton, Yvonne
College Student Journal, v13 n4 p360-62 Win 1979
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type; JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); RESEARCH REPORT (143)
Successful disadvantaged college students were used as peer

tutor-counselors in a program designed to meet the needs of
incomliv disadvantaged freshmen. Retention rates were compared,
to a group of disadvantaged students without peer
tutor-counselors, _The higher rate of retention by the group
utilizing tutor-counselors is discussed along with
implications. (Author/REF),
Descriptors: College Students/ *Disadvantaged,Youth/ Higher

Education/ Intervention/ *Peer Counseling/ Peer Relationship/
Retention (Psychology)/ *Role Models/ Tutorial Programs/
*Tutors
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Peer Counseling in Undergraduate Teacher Education.
Lasseigne, Mary W.; Martins, John R. -

Journal of Teacher Education.'v30 n5 p24-25 Sep-Dct 1979
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080): PROJECT DESCRIPTION

(141)

A peer counseling training unit for preservice teachers can
increase participant empathy level and listening skills in a

'relatively short period pf time. (JO)
Descriptors: +Counselor Training/ Helping Relationship/

HumAistic Education/ Listening Skills/ Peer Counseling/
*Preservice Teacher Education/ Program Descriptions/ Teacher
Education

EJ2405.86 CG5i6957
The Effects of Student-to-Student Counseling on Students'

Perceptions of Study Habits and Attitudes.
Gadzella. Bernadette M.
Journal of College Student Personnel, v20 n5 p424-429 Sep

1979
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080): RESEARCH REPORT (143)
Perceptions and perceptual changes on study habits and

attitudes for students who received study-skills instructions
individually from student counselors were compared with those
of students who received instructions and participated in
class discussions and those of students who did not receive
any study - skills instructions or counseling. (Author)
Descriptors: College Students/ Counseling/ Higher Education/Peer Counseling/ *Peer Influence/ Pcrception/ Skill

Development/ +Student Attitudes/ +Study Skills
%

EJ210514'CG51688S
.A Peer Advisory Consumer Program for the Elderly.
'Ater. E. Carolyn; And Others
Personnel and Guidance Journal, v58 n2 p106-09 Oct 1979
Reprint: UMI
Langtiage: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); PROJECT DESCRIPTION

(14f)
A demonstration project using a volunteer peer advisory

approach to consumer education for the elderly was developed
which Indicates the possibility of using a peer advisory
system for employing lifetime consumer experiences of the
elderly and of providing avenues for continued societal
involvement. (Author)
,Descriptors: Advisory Committees/ Consumer Education/

Educational Programs/ Gerontology/ +Older Adults/
Paraprofessional -Personnel/ +Peer Counseling/ *Program
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Effects of Reciprocal Peer Counseling on College Student

Personality Development.
McW1411ams, Spencer A.
Journal orithe American College Health Association. v27 n4

,p210-13 reb 1979
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); RESEARCH REPORT (143)
This report describes a project in which college students

were briefly trained to work as counselors in reciprocating
peer relationships and compares the effectiveness of peer
counseling with traditional professibnal counseling.. (JO)
Descriptors: +College Students/ Helping Relationship/ Higher

Education/ Interpersonal Relationship/ +Mental Health/ *Peer
Counseling/ Personality Development

0207743 CG516674
The Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Students as--

Academic Advisors.
- Habley. Wesley R.
NASPA Journal. v17 ni p46-51 Sum 1979
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document 'Type:. JOURNAL ARTICLE (080):, REVIEW LITERATURE

(070)
Administrators contemplating the implementation of an

undergraduate' paraprofessional academic advisement program
have much to draw upon in assessing the advantages of such a
prpgram. Including. effectiveness, economy. 4vailability,
accessibility. flexIbility, and organizational input brought
about through peer group membership. (Author)

Descriptors: +College Students/ Counseling Services/
Educational Counseling/ Higher Education/ *Paraprofessional
Personnel/ Peer Counseling/ +Peer Relationship/ Program
Effectiveness
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EJ204223 CG516441
Building a Model for Training Peer Counselors.
Rockwell, Lauralee K.; Dustin, Richard
School-Counselore v26 n5 p311-16 May 1979--
Reprint:. UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type.I JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); GENERAL REPORT (140)

0 The implementation of peer counseling programs, can increase
the overall effectiveness of counseling services, but no
single program is,r1ght for all settings. Each staff needs to
consider the particular setting. Careful consideration of the
elements discussed in this article should benefit trainees and
students.'(Author)

Descriptors: *Counseling Services/ , Counselor Educators/
*Counselors/ Models/ *Peer Counseling/ Peer Groups/ *Training
Methods

EJ201670 HE511246
Peer Power.
Dillhunt, M. Elaine
Change, v11 n4 p25-26 May-Jun
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type. JOURNAL ARTICLE (G8 0); PROJECT DESCRIPTION

(.141)

At Northern Kentucky State University. the Peer Support
Organization offers older students, especially wren, peer
counseling and a chance to discuss problems. The organization
was introduced to help these nontraditional students adjust to
their unique demands that often include husbands, jobs,
children, and school. (JM0)-

Descriptors: *Adult Counseling!, *AdultStuden ts/ *Females/
Higher Education/ Innovation/ *Nontraditional Students/ *Peer
Counseling/ Peer ,Qroups/ Program Descriptions/ *Student
Adjustment/ Student Needs/ Student Problems

identifiers: *Northern gcntucky State University/ Student;
Support Services

1979

4
EJ200848 CG516174

returned as sophomores in greater numbers than students who _
experienced traditional.advising. (Author)
.Descriptorts: *College Freshmen/ Counseling Services/
*Educational Counseling/ *FacUlty Advisers/ *Group Counseling/
Higher Education / -'Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions.

EJ200750 CE508308
To Help Schools Combat Smoking.
Baker, Leonard S.
American Education, v14 n8 p18-23 Oct ,1978`

Repr4nt: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080); PROJECT DESCRIPTION

(141)
Describes the national antismoking campaign in terms of

various school projects funded by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, coordinated by its new Office
on Smoking and Health. Projects include utilizing peer
stenselors, demonstrating what smoking does to the body, and

J# owing how to deal with social pressures. (Mr)
Descriptors: *Attitude Change/ *Change Strajegies/

Elementary Secondary Education/ *Federal Programs/ Group
Dynamics/ HealthEducation/ *Peer Counseling/ Peer Influence/
*Prevention/ Program Descriptions/ *Smoking/ Social Influences

Identifiers: Department of Health Education and Welfare/
Office on Smoking and Health

. Group Interaction as a Vehicle to Facilitate Faculty-Student
Advisement.

Hutchins; David E.; Miller, WilliamB.
Journal of College Student Personnel, v20 n3 p253-57 May

1979
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
DocumentTyper--JOURNA-LARTIME(080);PRDUECTDESCRIPTION

(141)
Faculty and upperclass students were trained in group

techniques for freshman advising. The 144 adViseeschad fewer
course* and room changes, disciplinary referrals and
Suspensions, and less residence hall daMage,. They also

2

6 5
29

EJ198760 SP507865
MOVing from Drugs to ,Sex: New Directions for Youth-Oriented

Peer Counseling.
Baldwin, Bruce A.
Journal of the American College Health Association, v27 n2

p75-78 Oct 1978
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080)
Peer services of the sixties responding to the needs of the

drug culture have evolved int the gtWenties to focus on
problems associated with sexuality and the sexual revolution.
They provide information, counseling, and referral ,for those
experiencing sex-related difficulties. (JMF)

_ Descriptors; *Community_ Information Services /-

Programs/ *Community Services!' *Counseling Services/ Health
Services/ *Peer Counseling/ *Sexuality/ Social Services
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EJ49-757-57:-GO5t5895---
-

_ Training Advanced Educational- Opportunity Program Students
as Peer-Group Codnselors for Freshmen Students.
Copeland, Elaine J.

. ,

,Journal--of-don-White-Concerns-in"Personhel and-GuidanCe, v7-
n2 p62-66 Jfiti 1979

. .

Language: ENGLISH
'Doctiment Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (089): PROJECT DESCRIPTIOM

(141).

Describes how. older students in an Educational Opportunity.
Program were selected and trained to, function as peer
counselors and group-facilitators to aid freshmen students _in
adjusting .to a University setting.

,_In

addition. an outline
describihg structured activities to be used in the
group-counseling setting is included_ (Author)

Descriptors: Black Students/ College.Freshmen/ Counseling
,Services/ *Disadvantaged Youth/ Helping-Reletionship/ Higher,
Education/ *Peer CPUnseling/ *Stqudent Needs
Identifiers: +Educational Opportunity Programs

, y

EJ197574 ,CG515894
Peer Counseling: An Experience.
Kane, Jacqueline A.
'Journal of Non:White Concerns in Personnel and Guidance. v7
n2 p59-61 Jan 1979
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE.(080): PROJECT DESCRIPTION(14
Describes a peer counseling program, the Oneonta Opportunity

Program. _ for educationally and academically disadvantaged
tudents. It's purpose was to provide academic aovising and
counseling, institutional orientation, and golar formal
contact for the first-time college student (freshMan).
(Author)'

- Descriptors: College Students/ Counseling Services/
Disadvantaged Youth/ *Helping Relationship/ Higher Education/
*Peer"Counseling/ *School Orientation

EJ157563 CG5l5883
Peer Outreach: Two Viewpoints.

,

Knierim, Karen H.: Stlffler, Therese
Journal _01.__C21 lege_Placementv39,n2-p56-59 F,eb
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE'(080): PROJECT1DESCRIPTION(140
Describes a peer counseling program that was -designed to

helpr---college students make good career uncisions. Two
viewpoints are presented - -the adninistraldr's and the peer
counselor's. (HMV)
Descriptors: *Career Choice/ *Career Counseling/. *Col,lege

Students!" Helping Relationship/ ,Fifgher Education/ +Peer

30

Counseling
Identifiers: ±University of- Virginia

EJ197503 CG5i5823
A Peer_Assertiveness-Training Program.
Sandmeyer. Louise E.: And Otheri
-Personnel and Guidance Journal. v57 4.'094-06 Feb 1979
Reprint: WI 1

Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080)
This program -extends the availability of assertiveness .

training to students through the use of; paraprofessionals as
group leaders. This article describes a format for developing
a peer assertiveness-training program and is based on -the
authors' experience conducting this program during the 1977-76-
academic year at PennsylVania State University. (Author)
Descriptors: +Assertiveness/ College Students/ Higher

Education/ *Paraprofessional Personnel/ +Peer Counseling/ Peer
Teaching/'Program Descriptions/ +Self Expression

Ea195763 CG515666
Selecting. Undergraduate Papaprofesslonals on. College

Campuses: A Review.
German; Steven C.
Journal of College Student Personnel', -v20, ni p28-34" Jan

1979
Repint: UM!
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: JOURNAL ARTICLE (080)
This article brings together reports on the procedures used

to select student paraprofessionals on college campuses.
DiFferent selection procedures that have been tried are
briefly presented. The research has not shown any one
procedure to be the best for all kinds of campus programs.'
(Author)

.

Descriptors: Higher Education/ Literature Reviews/
+Paraproessional Personnel/ 'Peer Chunseling/ 'Resident
Assistants/ Student Personnel Workers

68
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EJ195426- S0506945 ,

Eking Videotape', Programs for Training -.Inmates in Peer
Counseling Techniques.

George, Gary O.: And Others
Tdaching_of Psychology, v5 n4 p205-07 Dec j 1978
Reprpi: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Discusses a study to-determine the effectiveness of training

prisoners as peer counselors through a series of videotaped
programs. This method, which proved as effective as a "live"'
training ewerience, provides an alternative to correctional
institutions in short supp}y of funds. (KC)
Descriptors: Correctional Institutions/ *Correctional

Rehabilitation/ *Counseling Techniques-h\*Peer Counseling/
+Prisoners/ Program Effectiveness/ Psychology/ Social Science
'Research/ *Training Methods/ +Videotape Recordings

0

EJ194722 PS507249
Youth Helping Youth in Cases of Maltreatment of Adolescents.
Garbarino, James: Jacobson, Nancy
Child Wclfare, v57 n8 p505-12 Sep-Dct 1978
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
This paper describes a project that foct..es on youth

themselves as resources in meeting the proolem of maltreatme.,
of adolescents. The 4-part program consists of a youth-staffed
hot line, a self-help group, an information pamphlet for
recognizing maltreatment and a public- awareness campaign.
(Author/SE)

Descriptors: *Adolescents/ +Child Abuse/ +Helping
Relationship/ *Peer Counseling/ *Program Descriptions/ +Self
'Help Programs'

J194387 HE510796
Student Peer Counseling in Financial Aid.
Peterson, Lee; And Others
Journal of Student Financial Aid, v8 n3 p35-42 Nov 1978
Reprint: UMI,
Language: ENGLISH.
Methods for systematically developing a program of peer

counseling in financial aid ara described for administrators.
Most of the ideas in this modal come from members of the
Student Advisory Committee for the State of Michigan Student
Financial Aid Programs. .(LBH)

Descriptors: *College Students/ Consumer Protection/
Decision Making/ *Financial AldAppItcants/ Guidelines/ Higher
Et4.ication/ Models/ *Peer CounSeling/ +Student Financfal Aid/
*Student Participation

EJ193682 CG51545I

. 31

Student-to-Student Helping Program.
Rapp, Harvey; And Others
HuManlit Educetpr, v17 n2tp81-90 Dec 1978
Reprint: UMI
Language: ENGLISH
The helping students completed ,a training cdu.-9

with topics of corunication, sensitivity, and resources. They
had definite objectives for Ooth'themselves and the program.
In implementation, the students tutored, oriented, ran
projects, qa4ped counselors and the administrative, staff,
answered 4"tudent questions 'and provided various other
services. (LPG)

Descriptors: +Helping, Relationship/ Middle Schools/ +Peer
Counseling/ Peer Teaching/ aProgram Descriptions/ *Studeot
Projects/ Students

EJ188456 CG514995
College Student Services
Groves, S. 1.; Groves, D. L.
College Student Journal, 12, 2, 192-5 1978
Reprint Available (See p. vii): UMI
Language: English I

This article explores the potential outcomes of
-out-of- the - classroom experiences as an educational vehicle for
complimenting instructional efforts of higher education. The
thrpe example student services Explored were student rights, .

student government, and student counseling. (Author)
Descriptors: *Student-Rights/ *Student Government/ *Peer

Counseling/ State Of The Art Reviews/ Higher Education/
College Students/ Student Development

EJ188423 CG514962
Service Delivery and High School Peer Counseling Systems
Fink, Alan M.; And Others
Personnel and Guidance Juurnal.,7 57, 2, 80-3 1978
Reprint aWallable (See p. vii): UMI
Language: English
An ongoing peer counseling program was studied. Results

suggested two distinct se'vice delivery systems An informal
system served large numbers of self-referred students and
dealt primarily with personal,-social problems. A formal system
reached fewer students, relied upon staff referral-, and
addressed academic difficulties. (Author)
Descriptors. Counseling Services/ *Delivery Systems/ +Pea

Counseling/ *Referral/ Research Projects/ Secondary education
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EJ186502 CG514859
Student Self-Help Groups in a College Mental Health Program
Pierce, Robert A.; Schwartz, Allan J.
Journal of College Student Persohnel, 19, 4, 321-4 1978
Reprint Available (See p. v11): UMI
Language: English
Describes new kind of group experience being made available

to students. Student participants learn to listen to each
other better, to feel more positive about themselves, and to
be more comfortable with their feelings. Use of volunteer
nonprofessional group leaders and group supervision format for
leaders makes program cost efficient, (Author)
Descriptors: College Students/ *Counseling Services/ Empathy

/ *Group Counseling/ Higher Education/ *Peer Counseling/ *Peer
Groups/ Program Descriptions/ Self Esteem/ *Self Help Programs
*Student Development

EJ186441 CG514798
Training Older Adults as Peer Counselors
Becker, Francolse: Zarit, Steven H.
_Educational Gerontology, 3. 3, 241-50 1978
Reprint Available (See p. vii): UMI
Language: English
A program of peer counselor training was conducted to

evaluate the acquisition of counseling skills by older
volunteers. Results indicate that the trained groups changed
significantly compared to controls on two of the three core
dimensidns (empathy and warmth) and had scores on all three
scales above the minimum necessary for effective counseling.
(Author)

Descriptors: *Counseling Effectiveness/ Educational Programs
/ +Helping Relationship/ *Older -Adults/ *Peer Counseling/
Research Projects

EJ184888 EC110083
Peer Counselors in a Varying Exceptional Class
Weber, Walter L.
rointer, 22, 3, 38-41 1978
Reprint Available (See p. vii): UMI
Language: ENGLISH 0

Described is the use of peer counselors in advising,
counceling, and assisting exceptional children with school
activities. (S8H)

Descriptors: +Handicapped Children/ -*Peer Counselfrig/
Elementary Secondary Education

EJ183000 CG514560
Paid Student Paraprofessionals
Conroy, John K.
NASPA Journal, 15, 3, 18-24 1978

+32

Reprint Available (See p. vii): UMI
Language: ENGLISH
This is a step-by-step guide to reemphasizing the human

touch through paraprofessionals in orientation/registration.
The steps are funding a student team, selecting a student
team, training a student team, productively utilizing a
student team, and evaluation. (Author)
Descriptors: *Paraprofessional Personnel/ *Student Personnel

Workers/ *School Orientation/ *School Registration/ *Peer
Counseling/ State Of The Art Reviews/ Higher education

EJ179052 CG514261
Student Volunteers as Birth Control Educators
Sanders. Raymond S.; And Others
Journal of College Student Personnel. 19. 3. 216-20 1978
Reprint Available (See p. vii): UM,
Language: ENGLISH
A one-year project on birth control education that used

students as birth control educators was initiated to increase
student awareness of the need for contraception. Support for,
this method of disseminating Information was demonstrated. The
project facilitated student use of the Gynecological Clinic of
the Student Health Center. (Author)
Descriptors: College Students/ *Contraception/ +Counseling

Services/ Higher Education/ *Peer Counseling/ *Peer Influence/
Research Projects/ *Selool Health Services/ +Student Problems

E0177424 CG514101
Peer-Facilitator Training and Group Leadership Experiences

with Low-Performing Elementary School Students
Gumaer, Jim
Together, 3, 1, 4-11 1978
Reprint Available (See p. vii) UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Students in an experimental group received peer-facilitator

training twice each week for three weeks and a group
leadership experien6e. Results fail to support the concept of
peer-facilitator training and group leadership experience as a
remedial technique with low-performing elementary school
students. (Author)
Descriptors: Elementary Education/ Elementary School

Students/ *Group Counseling/ *Group Experience/ *Leadership
Training/ +Low Achievement/ +Peer Counseling/ Research
Projects

Identifiers: +Peer Facilitator Training/ PFT
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E,J177291 CG513967
The SHANTI Project: A Community Model
Garfield. Charles A.; Clark, Rachel Ogren
Death Education. 1, 4. 397-408 1978
Reprint Available (See p. vii): UMI
Language; ENGLISH
The goals of the SHANTI Project are: To offer direct

community services consisting of counseling and companionship,
for patients and families and grief counseling for survivors
of a death; to provide professional training and public
education; and to conduct substantive research to evaluate the
project. Case material is presented. (Author)

Descriptors: Community Services/ Crisis Intervention/
Death/ *Emotional Adjustment/ 'Family Counseling/ *Peer
Counseling/ Professional Training/ Program Descriptions/
Public Education

Identifiers: *SHANTI Project

EJ177241 CG513917
Interpersonal Methods for Coping with Stress: Helping

camities of Dying Children
Heller. D. Brian; Schneider. Carl D.
Omega: Journal of Death and Dying. 8. 4. 319-29 1978
Language: ENGLISH
An-- attempt to establish a self-htlp network based on shared

peer-counseling for families of dying children in a Midweit
teaching hospital is described and evaluated. Structure of the
group meeting is delineated in terms of environment, didactic
presentations, and practices of peer-counseling. (Author)

Descriptors:., Crisis Intervention/ Death/ Emotional
Adjustment/ Family Counseling/ Grief/ Peer. Counseling/
Program Descriptions/ Stress Variables

EJ177151 CG5i3827
An Examination of the Training Therapy Principle
Woudenberg. Roger A.; Payne. Paul A.
Journal of College Student Personnel. 19, 2. 141-5 1978
Reprint Available (See p. vii): UMI
Language: ENGLISH
The training therapy principle was examined by pre- and

postcomparisons of volunteers and nonvolunteers in a

peer-administered training program in helping skills. After
training. the volunteers reported significant decreases in

five largely interpersonal, problem areas and significantly
higher levels* of empathy. Nonvolunteers showed almost no

change. (Author)
Descriptors: College Students/ Counselor Training/ *Empathy

/ Helping Relationship/ Interpersonal Relationship/ 'Peer
Counseling/ Research Projects/ Volunteer Training

73 33

Ed175654 EA509615
Improving Learning Through Peer Leadership
Johnson, Claradine: And Others
Phi Delta Kappan, 59. 8,-560 1978
Reprint Available (See p. vii): UMI
Language: ENGLISH
The Peer Leadership Program decreased student absences, the

dropout rate. physical attacks. and vandalism costs, and
increased student involvement. (Author/IRT)
Descriptors: Discipline/ Educational Environment/ High

Schools/ Peer Counseling/ Peer Groups/ Program Descriptions/
Student Attitudes/ Student Behavior/ Student Participation/
Students
Identifiers: Wichita Public Schools KS

Ed175397 CG513796
Women and Peers As Counselors: A Look at Client Preferences
Getz, Hilda G.; Miles, Johnnie H.
Journal of College Student Personnel, 19, 1. 37-40 1978

Reprint Available (See p. vii): UMI
Language: ENGLISH
This article deals with male and female college students'

preferences for types of counselors for various problem areas.
The results indicate a trend toward preferences for female and
peer counselors, which may have implications for staffing
counseling services centers. (Author)

Descriptors: Counselor Characteristics/ Counselor
Attitudes/ Peer Counseling/ *Sex Differences/ Females/
Higher Education/ Research Projects

Ed175;,81 CG513680
Utilizing Inmates as Group Leaders in the Admissions Phase

of Incarceration
Hirschorn, Stephen Burck, Harman O.
Offender Rehabilitation, 2, 1. 45-52 1977

Language: ENGLISH
This article examines whether inmate group leaders can be

success'ul in reducing state anxiety, promoting a positive
attitude toward their admissions program and future
psychotherapy, and assisting in the group member's learning of
the institution's rules, regulations, and policies. (Author)
Descriptors: *Adjustment (to Environment)/ Correctional

Rehabilitation/ Counseling Effectiveness/ Counseling Services/
'Group Counseling/ Institutio, )1Ized Persons/ Peer
Counseling/ *Prisoners/ Program Descriptions/ Research
Projects
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EJ1752G2 CG5113631
The VA Work-Study Program: Giving And Receiving
Kurtz. Dave .
Journal of the National-Association of College Admissions

Counielors, 22, 2, 17-9,
t

1978
Language: ENGLISH
Veteran/students employed under the VA Work-Study Program at

Harribburg Area Community' College serve as peer counselors and
fperfiorm other veterans affairs related work to benefit

_ veterans. In addition to the monetary reward of employment. VA
,Work -Study students ir.rease their grade point average
signifitantly: (Authdr)

Descriptors: _*Academic Achievement/ Adult Education/
Counseling Services /- _Higher Education/ Peer Counseling/
Research Projects/ Veterans Education/ Work Study Programs

Identifiers:_+Veterans Student Services Program

EJ174834 U0505894
Peer Counseling from a Black Perspective
Buck, Mildred R.
Journal of Black Psychology. 3, 2, 107-13 1977
-Language: ENGLISH
Peer counseling, from a black perspective. is one

educational tool which -might be employed with young black
adolescents to assist them iiiinakingchoices which would tend
to enhance their lifestyles. (Author)
Descriptors: Blacks/ Black Youth/ Counseling ghleclAves/

Counseling Services/ Peer Counseling/ *Peer Groups/. *Program--
Content/ Program Descriptions/ +Training Methods

EJ174592 SP506601
Initiating a High School Health-Related Student Peer Group

Program
Heiti Phil
Journal of School Health, 47, 9, 541-5 1977
Reprint Available (See p. v11): UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Effective procedures used for initiating a student'

health-related peer group program in the New York City public
high school system are identified, and a replicable model for
forming peer groups is discussed. (M03)
Descriptors: High Schools/ Peer Groups/ Peer Counseling/

Organizational Development/ Health Education/ Secondary
Education

Identifiers: New York (New York)

EJ173868 HE509655
Students Counsel Students in Financial Aid Offices
Stegura, Debra; Olson, Layton
College Board Review, 106, 17-23 1978

75 34

ReprintfAvailable (See p. vii): UMI
Language: ENGLISH
The role of students as part-time employees In financial aid

offices throughout he 'U.S., is detailed, Their counseling
duties could be expanded to help improve the state of the art
in 'financial aid for both prospective and current college
students. (Author/LBH), -

-
Descriptors: Peer Counseling/ +Student Financial Aid/

*Student PersOnnel Servtces/ +College Students/ +Student
Participation/ Higher Education/ Counseling Services/
Financial Support/ On the Job training/ Surveys

EJ173439 C5712525
Microteaching, Feedback, Dogmatism, and Nonverbal

Perceptiveness
Hansford, B. C.
Journal of Psychology, 95, 231-5 1977
Language: ENGLISH
Suggests that close-minded individuals are more likely to

experience a positive change In nonverbal perceptiveness when
they are-involved in peer microteaching with public feedback.
(RL)
Descriptors: +Dogmatism/ *Feedback/ +Microteaching/

Nonverbal Ability/ Peer Counseling/ +Perception/ Student
Teachers/ leacher Education/ Nonverbal Communication/ Peer
Evaluation

/
E073200--CG513558
Peer Counseling In An Urban High Spiooi Setting
Buck, Mildred R.
Journal of School Psychology, 15, 4, 362-5 1977
Reprint Available (See p. vii): UMI
Language: ENGLISH
Peer counseling, an educational strategy in which students

counsel and help facilitate the growth and development of
other students, was implemented in an urban high school. In
general, the counselees gained an atility to relate more
effectively with both peers and adults and in problem solving
and communication skills. (Author)
Descriptors: +Peer Counseling/ +Helping Relationship/ +Urban

Schools/ Problem Solving/ Student Development/
Communication Skills/ High School Students/ Group Dynamics/
Program Descriptions/ Interpersonal Relationship

76
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E0171229 CG5i3404.
Student- Self-Disdlosure and the School,Counselor
Spprks, Dennis C.
Humanist.Educator.'16. 2. 87-94 1977
Reprint Available (See p. vii): UMI

----language: ENGLISH
This study deals with self-disclosure in' the high school

years.' Students-were administered a modified form of the
dourard Self-61sclosure_Ouestionnaire. and asked to indicate
the extent to which they had made themselves known to

signi'ficant others about various ospects of their lives.'
(Author)

Descriptors:' *Counselor Role/ Helping Relationship/
*Interpersonal Competence/ *Peer Counseling/ Research PrOjects
/ Secondary Education/ *Self Evaluation/ *Student Needs

Identifiers: Jourard Self Disclosure Inventory

29 Janet

.

E0168727 SP506185
Student Attitudes Toward Psychotherapy
Farber. Barry A.; Geller, Jesse D.
Journal of the American College Health Association. 25. 5.

301-7 1977
Language: ENGLISH
Psychotherapy is viewed by college s'idents as highly useful

in dealing with living problems. yet--when given the
availability of other treatment methods (peer interaction,
yoga, meditation)-- it is frequently not the first choice of
the student. (MJB)

Descriptors. Student Attitudes/ Psychotherapy/
Psychological Services/ *Use Studies/ Peer Counseling/
Facility Utilization Research/ Decision Making/ Group Therapy

Identifiers- Yoga/ Meditation

EJ167337 CG513032
Fffects_of__Training on Peer Counselor-Responses-to-Hunian

SexUality Problems
Zwitielman, Barry B.: Hinrichsen, James J.
Journal of Counseling Psychology. 24, 4. 359-364 1977
Language: ENGLISH
Effects of an eight nour human sexuality training program on

how peer counselors dealt with questions about pregnancy.
birth control, or abortion were examined. Peer counselors less
frequently functioned as referral agents and more frequently
provided direct counseling or counseling plus referral for
human sexuality cases but not for control cases. (Author)

Descriptors: Peer Counseling/ *Counselor Training/
Sexuality/ Counselor Performance/ *Counselor Role/ *Helping
Relationship/ Program Evaluation/ College Students

Ed166833 SP50606

77
35

A Peer Counselor Training Program--Rationale,, Curriculum,
and,Evaluatfon: An Initial Report
Dorosen, David: And Others
Journal of the American College 'Health Association. '25. 4.

259-62 r1974,

Langupge: ENGLISH
A' description is given of the peer counselor training

pfogram of the Stanford University Student Health Center.
Counseling and Psychological Services Division. (MJB)

Descriptors: Curriculum/ *Peer Counseling/ Program
Descriptions/ *Program Evaluation/ *Psychological Services/
School Health Services/ Training Methods

Identifiers: Stanford University CA

EJ165879 EA508955
Peer Counseling: An Ongoing Guidance Curriculum
Samuels, Don: Falp.- _Stephen M.
NASSP Bulleting, 61, 410,- 43 -49 1977
Language: ENGLISH
Peer counseling cannot take the place-of a valid guidance

prdgram within a school. It can, however. augment_an ongoing
guidance effort by providing appropriate experiences for
students and thus freeing trained guidance personnel for more'
specialized work. (Author)
Descriptors: Counseling Services/ Counselor Evaluation/

Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions/ Secondary Education
identifiers: Dade County Public Schools FL

EJ161948 CG512606
The Helper Therapy Principle in Relationship to Self-Concept

Change in Commuter Peer Counselors
West. John Hamilton: Ray, Philip B.
Journal of College Student Personnel. 18, 4. 301-305 1977
Language: ENGLISH
This investigation explored the relationship between helping

and training as experimental main effects. Subjects (N.53)
were randomly assigned to four experimental groups. The
results for the experimental main effects are discussed in
relationship to self-concept change, helper-communication
functioning, and helper-discrimination functioning. (Author)
Descriptors: Self Concept/ Peer Counseling/ Interaction

Process Analysis/ Helping Relationship/ *Counselor Training/
*Skill Development/ Commuting Students/ Research Projects/
College Students/ Higher Education
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0180204 CG512407.
An Instructional Approach to'Student Development
Bldland. Paul A.:, Siegman, Anita S.
Journal of College Student Personnel, 18, 3, 174-176 1977
Language: ENGLISH
A compleit paraprofessional training program for university

credit combiniAg both theory and experiential content and
involving student affairs staff In a formal teaching role in
an academic department is described. (Author)

Descriptors: Student Development/ *Student Needs/ 'College
Programs/ Student College Relationship/ 'ParaprofessionalPersonnel/ Peer Counseling/ Educational Programs/ College
Students/ Program Descriptions

EJ159594 S0505510
"Practicing What You Preach": A Plan for Helping Freshmen

Psychology Majors Get Off To aGood Start
Heiney, W. Floyd. Jr.
Teaching of Psychology, 4. 2,-73-6 t977
Language: ENGLISH
Described Is a course in which college senior psychology

majors provide counseling for freshmen majors. The course was
positively evaluated by freshmen for encouraging motivationand involvement and by seniors for allowing them to serve as'
paraprofessional psychologists. (Author/00

Descriptors: Psychology/ *Instructional Improvement/
Counseling Services/ Peer Counseling/ Course Descriptions/
Student Motivation/ Student Attitudes/ Course Evaluation/
College Students/ Higher Education

EJ159267 PS505651
The Mothers Center Women Work for Social Change
Zimmerman, Hope S.: And Others
Children Today, 6. 2, 11-13 1977
Language: ENGLISH
Highlights findings of group discussions at The Mothers

Center, Hicksville. New York. Focus was on
obstetrician-patient relationship and the work of the Social
Action Committee at the center. (BF/JH)

Descriptors: Mothers/ Medical Care Evaluation/ Emotional
Response/ Peer Counseling/ Pregnancy/ *Social Action/ Mental
Pealth/ Sex Discrimination/ Medical Services/ Physicians

EJ156749 CG512086
Developing a Teen-Peer Facilitator Program
Pyle, K. Richard
School Counselor, 24, 4, 278-281 1977
Language: ENGLISH
Peer-facilitator and/or peer counseling programs are having

a real impact in schools. Guidelines provided in the article

79 36

were found to have value in development and implementation of
the program at Buchholy High School. Gainesville, Fldrida.
More than 2,200 students. 120 teachers. 80 parents and nine

-1adimtnIstrators have been involved. (Author/MC)
Descrifitors_:___Peer Counseling/ Drug Abuse/ *Group

Counseling/ +Peer-Relationship/ Helping Relationship/ Program
Descriptions/ SecondaryEducation/ Drug Education

EJ150769 SP505112
Peer Counseling for Sex Related Concerns A Case Study of a-

Service in a College Medical Setting
Brandenbrug, Judith Berman
Journal of the American College Health Association, 24. 5.

294-300 1976
Language: ENGLISH
The author describes a peer counseling service for

sex-related concerns at a City University of New York
affiliated college, describing background material, training
and program concerns, various resistances to the program.
results of0,the service, and an evaluation of the goals. (MB)

Descriptors: Peer Counseling/ 'Medical Services/
Counseling Effectiveness/ Sex Education/ Student
Participation/ Counseling Servlces/ Health Services/ Clinics/
Higher Education

EJI50768 SP505111
Peers as Human Sexuality Outreach Educators in the Campus

Community
Baldwin, Bruce A.: Staub, Robert E.
Journal of the American College Health Association. 24. 5

290-3 1976
Language: ENGLISH
The article describes the Human Sexuality Information and

Counseling Service of the University of North Carolina, a peer
counseling, outreach effort to explore the psychological and
emotional aspects of sexuality, thereby promoting increased
sexual responsibility through personal growth. (MB)
Descriptors: Counseling Services/ Health Services/ Higher

Education/ Outreach Programs/ +Peer Counseling/ Peer Teaching
/ Sex Education/ Student Needs

Identifiers: Human Sexuality Information and Counseling
Service/ University of North Carolina r
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EJ149940 fCG511466
Peer Counseling on the University Campus
Leventhal, Allan M.: And Others
,Journal.of,College Student Personnel, 17, 6. 50,4-508 1976
Language: ENGLISH
This article presents an overview of a comprehensive peer

counseling program; developed at a university counseling.
center. Its two most significant features are its location
Within regular University courses for , credit and , its

dependency on students for leadership in training and
administrative roles. (Author)

Descriptors: College , 'Students/ Counseling Services/
*CounSelor Training/ *GUld nce Centers/ *Helping Relationship/
Higher Education/ *Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions/
*Student Development

Identifiers: *American University DC

ICA

EJ149860 CG511386
Admissions Representatives: Paraprofessional Models for The

Future
Head, Nancy W.
Journal of the National Association of College Admissions

Counselors."21, 2 6-10 1976
Language: ENGLISH
Students Helping Other Students is the basis of success for

the Admissions Representafive program at the University of New
Hampshire. Through such a program, students enrolled at an
institution assist prospective students and the professional'
staff by interviewing, giving tours, and generally assisting
in a ,"paraprofessional" capacity. (Author)
Descriptors: *Admissions Counseling/ Helping Relationship/

Higher Education/ *Paraprofessional Personnel/' *Peer
Counseling/ Program Descriptions/ *Student Participation/
Student Personnel" Services

EJ147878 CG511379
A Self Help Telephone Service for Women
Kaplan. Mildred Fine; And Others
Social Work, 21, 6, 519-520 197.6

Language: ENGLISH'
This paper describes a self help telephone service for

women. The primary focus was the woman within the traditional
nuclear family with peer counseling provided by
The service sees itself as a self help association of women
bat-Wing together and pooling resources. It has been successful
in reaching many women. (NG)
Descriptors' Counseling Services/ *Females/ *Homemakers/

*Hotlines (Public)/ *Outrecch Programs/ *Peer Counseling/
Program Descriptions

Si

. EJ147852 ,CG511353 ,
,

Preretirement Counseling: The Need for a New Approach
Marilon.. U.' Vincent .

Personnel and Guidance Journal. 55, 3. 119-121 1976
Language: ENGLISH, %

1

Y ,

.

The author presents a pre-retirement counseling model which
combines. both planning and counSellng aspects by emphasizing
individual responsibilities for ,planning., As ,art of .the

process, 'peer counse''ng is utilized in identify, problems
and,possible solutions. (Author)
Descriptors: +Adjustment ('Lo Environment)/ +Adult Counseling

/ *Counseling Services/ MS6eis/ *Older Adults/ *Peer
Counseling/ Program Descriptions/ *Retirement

37

EJ147840, CG511341
Black"Counselor Eduators Use Peer Counseling
Lewis, Sinclair O.
Journal of Non-White Concerns in Personnel and Guidance 5.

1, 6-13 1976
Languagef ENGLISH
Urges black counselor educators to make peer counseling a

`part of the counselor education curriculum. (Author)
Descriptors: *Black Students/ *Counselor Educators/

*Counselor Training/ *Curriculum Design/ Higher Education/
*Peer Counseling/ State Of The Art Reviews

I

EJ147826 CG511327
Emp.oying Students as Paraprofessional Counselors
Zehring, John William
Journal of College Placement, 7. 1, 43-47 1976

Language: ENGLISH
With a little money, some t students, and a well

coordinated plan, Earlham College s career planning and
placement office has one-to-one contact with all its

underclass students. (Aulthor)
Descriptores: *Career Planning/ Counseling Services/ Higher

Education/ *Job Placement/ *Peer Counseling/ Peer Relationship
/ Program Descriptions/ Student Personnel Services/
.Undergraduate Students'

Identifiers: *Earlham College,' IN/ *Paraprofessional
Counselors
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EJI47773 CG511274
Peer Helpers: An Easy Way to Get Started
Jacobs, Edward; t..nd Others.'

0 Elementary School Guidance and Counseling,
-4976

Language: ENGLISH
The authors explain' how cognselors can start a Student

`Helper Program in their school and discuss several ofthe
problems most often encountered. i.e., lack of time, lack of
skills. lack-of administrative support. (HMV)

Pescriptors: Counseling Services/ - Counselor Role/
Elementary Education/ Helping Relationship/ Peer Counseling/
State Of The Art Reviews/ 'Student Participation

11, 1, 68-7L:

EJ147772 CG511273
Diary of a Peer,FaclIttator Program
Weise. Richara
Elementary School Cuidance and Counseling, 11, 1, 63-66

1976

Language: ENGLISH
The author describes his earlyeXPeriences in initiating a

peer facilitatiOn program. (Author)
Descriptors: Counseling Services/ Elementary Education/

'Helping, Relationship/ *Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions
Identifiers: ;Peer Facilitators

'EJ147771 CG511272
lEthIcal Considerations, In Peer Group Work.

Duncan, Jack A.
Elementary School GuAdance and'Counseling, 1i, 1, 59-60

.976
Language: ENGLISH
The'author presents a set, of guidelines for peer group work

that he has developed frlm appropriate references in the 1974
AMA, Ethical Standards and through his own experience.
profernional judgement and discretion. (Author)

Dez. iptors11 +Peer Counseling/ +Ethics/ *Counselor Role/
*Group Dynamics/ State Of The Art Reviews/ Elementary
Education/ Group Counseling 0

EJ1477/0 CG511271
Student Help 's: A MultIlavel. Facilitation Program
Edwards, Susan Stabnau
Elementary School Guidance and Counseling : 11. 1, '53-58

1976

Language: ENGLISH
The author presents 'the following stepi in providing a

Student Helper - Program: (1) Inter ,hewing teachers; (2)
explaining the program and signing up helpers! (3) training
the helpers: (4) interviewing younger students: (5) . matching
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helpers and younger students: (6) compiling the master
schedule: (7) scheduling reinforcement; and, (8) evaluating
the program. (Author)
Descriptors: +Cross Age Teaching/ Elementary Education/

Helping Relationship/ +Peer Counseling/ Peer RelltionshiP/
Program Descriptions/ +Student Participatipn

EJ147769 CG511270
Student Patrols Help a Disruptive Child
Rashbaum-Selig, Meg
Elementary 'School Guidance and Counseling,. ii, 1, 47-51

1976
Lahguege: ENGLISH
This article describes how an elementary school counselor

used sixth grade students to help change the behavior of a
disruptive student through positive reinforcement. (Author)
Descriptors: +6ehavior,Change/ Case Studies/ Counseling

Service6/ Elementary Education/ +Helping Relationship/ *Peer
Counseling/ Peer Relationship/ +Positive Reinforcement ---

E0147768 CG511269
Peers as Group Counseling Models
Hoffman, Libby R.
Elementary School Guidance and Counseling, Ii, 1. 37-44

1976
Language: ENGLISH
The author describes a peer group model program In an

inner-city elethentary school Cf 350 students. The purpose of
the program was to systematically train fifth-,grade pupils to
serve as peer; helpers, who would model facilitative
communication skills ,fmd .positive behaviors I-n counseling
groups. 1(Au,hor)

Descriptors: Communication Skills/ - Counseling Services/
Elementary Education/ +Group Counseling/ 'Helping 'Relationship
/ Peer Counseling/ +Peer Relationship/ Program Descriptions

E0147767 CG511268
'Training Peer Facilitators-
Gumaer, Jim
Elementary School Guidance and Counseling. 11. 1, 27-35

1976
Language: ENGLIS :'
The author gives a week-by-week- account of his training

program for peer facilitat -- (HMV)
Descriptors: +Counselor ,raining/ Elementary Education/

+Group Counseling/ +Helping Relationship/ +Peer Counseling/
Peer Relationship/ Program Descriptions/ +Training Method6
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EJ147766 CG511267
Peer Facilitation: History and Issues
Anderson. Ron
Elementary School Guidance and Counseling, 11, 1. 16-23

1976
Language: ENGLISH
The author presents a short history of peers as helpers,

defines the term "peer facilitator," and discusses the
-trainthg. supervising and evaluating of peer facilitators.
(HMV)
Descriptors: Counseling/ Counseling Services/ Elementary

Education/ Helping Relationship/ Peer Counseling/ Peer
Relationship/ State Of The.Art Reviews

Identifiers: Peer Facilitators

EJ147765 CG511266
Training as_Multimodal Treatment for Peers
Kent. Donald 14., IF
Elementary School Guidance and Counseling.

1976
Language: ENGLISH
MosA af_lbe_iltecalutn_hOSfocused on the benefits to the

11, 1. 7-12

helpee in peer helping relationships. This article discusses
the gains that might accrue from being a peer helper. (Author)
-Descriptors. Counseling Services/ Elementary Education/

-- Helping Relationship/ Peer Counseling/ *Peer Relationship/
State Of The Art Reviews
. Identifiers: Multimodal Treatment

E1144455 UD504814
Rap Room: Self Help at School
Petrillo, Robert
Social Pblicy. 71 2, 54-58 1976
Language: ENGLISH
Rap Room is a peer counseling service which combines

self-help, peer help, and professional guidance to aevelop
supportive relations In the midst of a generally
.depersonalizing and growth-stifling institution. (Author/AM)

Descriptors: Objectives/ *Peer Counseling/ Peer Groups/
*Schools/ *Self Help Programs/ Social H$stor,'/ Success/ *Youth
Problems/ Youth Programs

fentifiers: New York (Hartsdale)

EJ144326 CG510860
Effects of Communication Skill Training on High School

Students' Ability to Function as Peer Group Facilitators
Cooker, Philip G.; Cherchia, Peter J.
Journal of Counseling Psychology, 23, 5. 464-467 '1976
Language: ENGLISH
This study attempted to assess the effects of training

85 39

versus nontraining on high school students' ability to
function as peer facilitators in a group setting. Expert
Judges and peers rated trained subjects significantly higher
as group facilitators, than they rated untrained students.
_Results are discussed. (Author)

Descript.rs: communication Skills/ Pe.sir Counseling/
Secondary School Students/ Peer Groups/ Peer Relationship/
Counselor Tra, 1g/ Research Projects/ Adolescents/
Counseling/ Evaluation

EJ144325 CG510859
Status of Independence as Variables in Microcw.nseling

Training of Adolescents
Kloba, Joseph A., Jr.: Zimpfer., David G.
Journal of Counsellhg Psychology. 23, 5, 458-463 1976
Language: ENGLISH
High school _sophomores. (N=104). aspiring to be _peer

counselors were studied to determine whether trainees, blocked
on variables of dep:mdency-independency, would learn helping
skills of open-ended comments more effectively from
'microcounseling using a high-status model or one in which no
special status was attributed to the model. Results are
discussed,-fAuthari

Descriptors: Microcounseling/ Peer Counseling/
Adolescents/ Status/ *Counselor Training/ Models/ Research
Projects/ Secondary School Students/ Counselor Characteristics
/ Skills

EJ144321 CG510855
Expertness, Similarity: and Perceived Counselor Competence
Spiegel. Sharon Baron
Jo6rnal of Counseling Psychology. 23, 6 436-441 1976
Language: ENGLISH
ne effects of two levels of counselor similarity and

expertness and two types of clients' problems on perceptions
of the counselor's :competence were tested in this analogue
study. Pewits indicated that suggestions of expertness led to
higher evaluations of counselors for both problems. (Author)

Descriptors: *Simulation/ Counselor Characteristics/
*Interpersonal Competence/ Peer Counseling/ *Helping
Relationship/ *Counselor Evaluation/ Research Projects/
Counseling/ Counselor Oualifications/ College Students
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EJ142688 CG510667
. A Peer Counseling Experiment: High School Students as
Small-Group Leaders

Schweishelmer, William: Walberg, Herbert J.
Journal of Counseling Psychology, 23, 4, 398-400 1976
Language: ENGLISH
Peer counselors (N=16) trained in human relations

techniques, _group dynamics, and decision-making skills
conducted small groups with 122 potential dropouts. A five-way
factorial multivariate analysis showed significant improvement
In counselee attendance and decisiveness over the control
groups. but results were inconclusive in demonstrating the
efficacy of thls program on counselees. (Author)
Descriptors: *Peer Counseling/ *High School Students/ *Small

Group Instruction/ *Potential Dropouts/ *Sensitivity Training/
*Decision Making Skills/ *Counselor Training/ Group Dynamics/
Peer RelationshipL_Secondacy-EducatIon/ComparativeAnalysis

_

EJI42638 CG510617
The Learning Curve for Retaining the Facilitative Helping

filvisers' Job
Performance
Renz, Laurie
Journal of College Student Personnel. 17, 3. 215-219 1976
Language: ENGLISH
In this study. residence he'll advisers received training in

achieving facilitative counseling conditions. Based o-
previous research. It was hypothesized that there would be
differences in job performance effectiveness depending on the
learning curves generated during training. The hypothesis was
supported and implications for residence hall adviser

_ selection are discussed. (Author)
Descriptors. College Students/ Counselor Performance/

*Counselor Training/ Higher Education/ *Job Performance/
Paraprofessional Personnel/ *Peer Counseling/ Predictive
Measurement/ Research Projects/ Resident Assistants/ Student
Personnel Services

Ed142636 CG510615
Assisting Black Resident Students at a Predominantly White

Institution: A Paraprofessional Approach
Westbrook, Franklin D.: Smith, Joel B.
Journal of College Student Personnel, 17, 3, 205-209 1976
Language: ENGLISH
Black undergraduate volunteers were trained to give

assistance- to black dormitory residents. with the primary
focus on referriq them to professional helping resources.
Black faculty and staff were identified as referral resources.
The merits of training peer counselors broadly as opposed to
in depth are discussed. (Author)
Descriptors: *Black Students/ C'Alege Housing/ College

Students/ Communication Skills/ *Helping Relationship! Higher

687

Education/ Paraprofessional Personnel/ +Peer Counseling/
Program Descriptions/ Student Personnel Services/ *Student
Volunteers

EJ142629 '1510608
Center for Independent Living: An Overview
McEwen, Jan
Rehabilitation Counseling Bulletin, 19. 4. 616-619 1971
Language: ENGLISH
This article discusses a comprehensive community service

delivery system, The Center for Independent Living (Cll), for
the severely disabled. in which services are geared toward
independent living and consciousness raising. Self-help and
peer counseling * are seen as major methods of service
assistance. (Author)
-1Descriptors: Blindness/ +Community Services/ Daily Living
Skills/ Pear Counseling/ Physical. Disabilities/ Program
Descriptions/ Rehabilitation Centers/ Rehabilitation
-Counseling/ Self Help Programs/ 'Vocational Rehabilitation

Igentifiers: *Center For independent Living (CIL)

40

EJt37740 CG510241
The Role of Informal Leaders Among 'Clients in a

Comprehensive Rehabilitation Center
Spreitzer, Elmer A.
Rehabilitation Counseling Bulletin. 19. 3. 504-507 1976
Language: ENGLISH
Sources of informal peer influence among clients at an

inpatient rehabilitation center are described. The findings
showed that the informal leaders among the clients had a'
positive influence that facilitated the rehabilitation
process. Informal leaders, in some respects, functioned as
"lay therapists" among their peers, in reinforcing the
therapeutic process: lAuthor)
Descriptors: *Leadership/ *Peer Counseling/ Rehabilitation

Centers/ Peer Relationship/ Rehabilitation Counseling/
Individual Characteristics/ Interpersonal 'Relationship/
Research Projects
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EJ137727 CG5I0228
Peer Group Counseling for C,der-People
Waters. Elinor: And Others
Educational Gerontology, 1. 2, 157-169 1976

Language: ENGLISH
Psychological services are largely unavailable for older

people who want help in coping with their interpersonal
. problems. The Continuum Center of Oakland University selects.

*rains, and supervises older men and women, who serve as

paraprofessional group leaders in a self exploration program
offered In a variety of community centers. Paper presented at
83rd Annual Meeting of American Psychological Association,
Chicago. SepteMber 3, 1975. (Author)

Descriptors: Counseling/ Geriatrics/ *Group Counseling/
Guidance/ Human Services/ Older Adults/ *Paraprofessional
Personnel/ Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions

EJ137593 CG510094
A Student - Operated Resource Center
Mussano. Frank
NASPA, 13. 3, 46-30 1976
Language: ENGLISH
The author describes a student operated resource center

where peer counseling, tutoring services and various sources
of information are offered. The expenses of the center were
minimal. Evaluation of the work of the center showed that a

majority of students had a positive attitude toward it. (SE)
Descriptors: *Student Problems/ Peer Counseling/ *Resource

Malterials/ Counselor fraining/ Information Dissemination/
Program Descriptions/ Evaluation/ G.Idance Programs/ Higher
Education

EJ127592 CG510093
Non-Residence Arvisors: A Pear Counseling Program for

Commuter Students
Schotzinger,- Kay A ; And Others
NASPA, 13. 3, 42-46 1976
Language. ENGLISH
A Commuter Assistant pr..;gram is or, scribed which was designed

to deal with the problrm of commuter estrangement from the

university. the program was intended to create a cycle of
informed commuters aiding other commuters to Solve their
problems. (Author/EJT)

Descriptrdrs: *Commuting Students/ Student Problems/ Peer
Counseling/ Student Needs/ Intervention/ Dropout Prevention/
Uropout Programs/ Educational Planning/ Program Descriptions

Ed1n698 CG509972
College Students' Preferences for Peer and Professional

Counselors
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Spiegel. Sharon Baron
Vocational Guidance Quarterly, 24. 3, 196-197 1976

Language: ENGLISH
This study was designed to assess college students'

preferences for peer_ and professional counselors. It was
hypothesized that these preferencps are a functtan of the
nature of the clients' problem. ,,Findings support the
hypothesis though they must be accepted-with caution since the

. sample was psychology students in bne school. (Author/EJT)
Descriptors: *College Students/ Counseling/ Counselor

Selection/ *Peer Counseling/ *Problems/ Research Projects/
Helping Relationship/ Individual Needs/ Selection

E0135530 AA522411
Peer Group Counseling: A Total School Approach

4 Dyer, Wayne W.: And Others
Momentum. 6. 4. 8-15 1975

Language: ENGLISH
Article described a peer group counseling prOgram developed

at Archbishop Molloy High School in Jamaica, Queens. The
program involved virtually every student in this total school
approach to mental health social problem-solving. (Author/RK)

Descriptors: *Peer Counseling/ Student Participation/
i.ental Health Programs/ Leadership Responsibility/ Program
Descriptions/ Problem Solving/ Counselor Selection/
Professional Training/ Group Counseling/' Behavior Rating
Scales

EJ132797 HE507113
Meeting a Higher Education Goal Through a Student Volunteer

Counseling Program
Snadowsky, Alvin: Meyer. Daniel
Improving College and University Teaching. 23. 3. 182-83

1975
Language: ENGLISH
To bridge the schism between academic and student life

departments and produce programs offering opportunities for

both cognitive development and personal growth, Brooklyn
College developed a formal content oriented course. Basic
Training for Peer Counselors, as part of a training program
for student volunteer counselors in the Drop-In Center. (JT)
Descriptors: *College Students/ Counseling Instructional

Programs/ 'Counselor Training/ Higher Education/ *Peer
Counseling/ *Student Development/ Student Personnel Services/
Student Volunteers/ Volunteer Training
Identifiers: *City University of New York Brooklyn College
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EJ127436 CG509459
Reachout: Treating Mental Health Problems in Middle-Aged

Women
Shishkoff, Muriel M.
Journal of the NAWDAC. 39, 1. 32-36 1975
Language: ENGLISH
This article describes a funded project designed to Ailize

the potential of the Women's Opportunities Center. University
of California. Extension. Irvine to develop a supportive.
self-help. mental health program for middle age women. The
program, which utilized peer-group counseling was funded only
for one year but seems to have been successful. (Author/EJT)
Descriptors: Community Services/ *Counseling Services/

*Females/ Helping Relationship/ Individual Needs/ Life Style/
Mental Health Programs/ Middle Aged Adults/ Peer Counseling
/ Program Descriptions

EJ125554 CG509214
Can Professionals Work in the Counterculture?
Brooke. Barbara A.: Heiligman, Avron C.
Sociill Work, 20. 5. 400-401' 1975
Language: ENGLISH
Research shows that lay counselors function as well or

better than professionals in helping youth, a great percentage
of whom go to self-help centers rather than formal clinics.
The authors urge professional counselors to cffer their help
to counterinstitutions and cooperate with lay counselors on an
equality basis. (SE)

Descriptors: Coordination/ 0 Counseling Effectiveness/
*Counselor Certification/ Drug Abuse/ Guidance Centers/
Helping Relationship/ Peer Counseling/ State Of The Art
Reviews/ Youth Agencies/ +Youth'Problems

Identifiers:_tCountercolAure

EJ122345 CG509073
Pe sonality and Status Profiles of Peer Counselors and

Suicide Attempters
Tucker, Sherry J1,11: Cantor. Pamela C.
Journal of Counseling Psychology. 22. 5. 423-429 1975
Language: ENGLISH
A group of 20 female college peer counselors were compared

to 20 female" suicide attempters and a control group of 20
nonsuicidel females for personality characteristics and family
background, using the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule and
a questionnaire. (Author)
Descriptors: Behavior Problems/ College StUdents/ Family

,.Characteristicsr *Females/ Helping Relationship/ *Individual
Characteristics/ Peer Counseling/ Research Projects/ Suicide

Identifiers: Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
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EJ122210 CG508938
Students as Paraprofessionals in Four-Year Colleges and

Universities
Zunker, Vernon G.
Journal of Collegc,Student Personnel. 16, 4, 282-286 1975
Language: ENGLISH
A questionnaire was mailed to a 20 percent stratified random

sample of four-year institutions of higher learning in the 48
contiguous states': Of the respondents. 76 reported using
students as paraprofessionals. A majority were favorable to
using student paraprofessionals in student personnel programs.
(Author)
Descriptors: +College Students/ +Paraprofessional School

Personnel/. +Student Personnel Workers? +Counseling Services/
*Peer Counseling/ Higher Education/ Nonprofessio,ial Petsonnel/
Helping Relationship

EJ120627 CG508809
An Elementary Adjunct: High School Helpers
Schmitt. Lee C.:,Furniss. Larry E.
Personnel and Guidance Journal, 53. 10. 778-781 1975
Language: ENGLISH
Describes the use of high school seniors to +work

individually with elementhe-y children in order to improve the
children's social behavior. Explains the steps of the program
in detail. (Author)
Descriptors: Elementary Education/ +Helping Relationship/

Individual Development/ +Peer Counseling/ +Problem Children/
Program Descriptions/ Role Models/ School Aides/ +School
Counseling/ Social Aejustment

EJ119038 CG508692
Student vs Faculty Curriculum Advising
Brown. Coke R.: Myers, Rosemary
Journal of College Student Perconnel. 16. 3. 226-231 1975
Language: ENGLISH
Attitudes toward advisers and first-year academic progress

were assessed for 223 freshman students at Idaho State
University. Students advised by students had more positive
attitudes toward their advisers and lower drop rates than
those advised by faculty. No difference was observed for
achieved GPA. Bases for evaluation are discussed. (Author)

Descriptors: Academic Achievement/ College Students/
Counselor Characteristics/. faculty Advisers/ Highers'
Education/ +Peer Counseling/ Prediction/ Questionnaires/
Research Projects/ Student Attitudes
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EJ117324 CG508691
One Approach to Self-Awareness Through the Group Process
Cameron, Richard
Pupil Personnel Services Journal. 4, 1, 19-21 1975

Language: ENGLISH
Describes a peer-to-peer program initiated at one high

school. The program, consisting of 12 sessions, attempted to
help students raise the level of their self awareness, build
communication skills, and achieve more satisfying
interpersonal relationships. (Auth...r/HMV)
Descriptors: *Counseling Services/ Group Counseling/

Helping Relationship/ +High School Students/ *Interpersonal
Competence/ +Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions/ Secondary
Education

EJ117136 CG508532
Growth and Development of a University Companion Prdgram
McCarthy. Barry, W.; And Others
Journal of Counseling Psychology. 22. 1, 66-69 1975
Language: ENGLISH
The problems with which peer counselors are most effective

are identified, paraprofessional training is described, and
the professional and paraprdfessional roles are clarified. The
wider ,effect of such a program on the university and the
program participants is discussed. (Author)

Descriptors: +College Students/ *Counseling Effectiveness/
Counseling Services/ Educational Innovation/ Higher Education/
*Nonprofessional Personnel/ *Peer Counseling/ +Program
Descriptions/ Research Projects/ Role Perception

EJ116710 S0503772
A Pilot Course for the Training of Peer Counselors for

Educationally Disadvantaged Students
Bry, Brenna H.; And Other; '

Teaching of Psychology. 2, 2, 51-5 1975
Language: ENGLISH
College peer, counselors gain insights into their own

problems and ttley mature in interpersonal relations as they
perform a counseling service to disadvantaged students.
(Author/JR)
Descriptors: College 'Instruction/ Counseling Services/

+Educationally Disadvantaged/ Higher Education/ Ir terpprsonal
Relationship/ *Peer Counseling/438er- Relationship/ -Psychology

EJ116245 HE506395
Peer Teaching at Hofstra
Murphy, Cullen
Change, 7, 4,.22-24 1975
Language: ENGLISH
At Hofstra University. peer teachers are students who are
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paid pacticipAnts in class discussions. .as well as being
responsible for 'advising and tutoring outside the classroom.
The success of the peer teaching program at Hofstra is

described. (Author/PG)
Descriptors: Educational Innovation/ +Higher Educatidn/

*Peer Cdunseling/ *Peer Teaching/ Program Descriptions /.
Student Participation/ Teaching/ *Tutoring
Identifiers: *Hofstra University NY

EJ114040 CG508471
Peer Counseling:, An Approach to Psychological Education
McCann, Barbara Goldman
Elementary School Guidance and Counseling. 9. 3. 180-187

1975
Language: ENGLISH
Describes a peer counselor training program which fosters

the development of skills relating to emotional growth and
positive. interpersonal relationships. (Author/HMV)

Descriptors: Counseling/ +Counselor Training/ Elementary
Education/ Elementary School Students/ *Helping Relationship/
*Interpersonal Relationship/ *Peer Counseling/ Program
Descriptions/ *Psychoeducational Methods/ Student Role

EJ114012 CG508443
Peer Group Counseling: A Challenge to GrOw
Frank, Marjorie; And Others
School Counselor, 22. 4. 267-272 1975

Language: ENGLISH
Describes a program of peer group counseling. The program

was instituted with the aim of improving self-concept and
facilitating better interpersonal relationshipl both for peer
counselors and counselees within the group setting. (Author)

Descriptors: *Peer Counseling/ *Group Counseling/
+Interpersonal Relationship/ 0Self Concept/ Program
Descriptions/ Secondary Fducation/ Helping Relationship

EJ114010 CG508441
-Kid Counselors
Ehlert, Richard
School Counselor. 22, 4. 260-262 1975

Language: ENGLISH
Describes a program of peer counseling that met with

successful results, helping not only the counselees but the

counselors as well. (HMV)
Descriptors: Peer Counseling/ +Counseling/ 'Helping'

Relationship/ Peer Relationship/ Junior High Schools/ Program
Descriptions/ Group Counseling
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EJ111665 SP503344'
- Comparative Effectiveness of Three Group-Oriented
Interventions with College Undergraduates

Schwartz, Allen J.; And Othersr
Journal of the American College Health Association, 23, 2,

114-23 . 1974
Language: ENGLISH
Oescriptors: Counseling ffectiveness/ --cCounseling

Objectives/ *Group Counseling/ Higher Education/ Human
Relations/ Participant Character stics/ *Peer Counseling/
Relationship/ *Sensitivity Training/ *Sexuality

EJ111661 SP503340
Mental Health Consultative Services in Residence Halls
Oavis, Kathleen L.
Journal of,the American College Health Association. 23% 2.98-101 197A
Language: ENGLISH
Descripetora: College Students/ Counseling Services/

+Dormitories/ +Clutreach-PrograMs/ *Peer Counseling/ Prevention
/ *Resident Assistants

EJ108860 CG508094
Training Adolescehts as Peer Counselors
Varenhorst, Barbara B. /
Personnel and Guidance Journal, 53, 4. 271-275 1974
Language: EN ISH
Describes training program for peer pounselors in

.secondary sr ool which stresses the unique role peers, can
perform as e bridge between a troubled young person and an
adtAit professional. Evidence shows that peer counselors are
sect.sing as helping agents, while developing confidence and
maturity in themselves. (Author/PC)
Descriptors,: +Program Descriptions/ 'Nonprofessional

Personnel/ +Peer Counseling/ +Educational Programs/
*Indivtdual Development/ Secondary School Students/ Group
Counseling/':Moisten Making Skills/ Secondary Education

EJ108854 CG508088 ,

Ambiguity Tolerance of Therapists" and Process Changes Of
Their Clients
Tucker, Robin C.;;Snyder. William U.
Journal of,Counseling Psychology, 21.116% 577-578 t974
Language: ENGLISH
The stucg investigated the t relationships between

student-therarilsts' tolerance for ambiguity in visual
perception tasks and (a)t tie positive affect displayed toward
them by their clients. (b)measures of 'improvement in clients'
self self-reference statements, and (c)measures of,improvement
In clients' "adjustment". (Author)`

44

95

Descriptors: Psychotherapy/ *Peer Counseling/ Ambiguity/
+Visual Perception/ Research Projects/ Practicums/ Behavior
Change/ Individual Development a

EJ108458 1N501419
PopOlation Characteristics and Sex-Role Patterns in a

Youth;Run Crisis Center
PaAtee, Christine
Journal of Youth and Adolescence. 3. 3. 231-46 1974
Language: ENGLISH
Descriptors: AdolescpntsCounselor CharaCter1stics/ Crisis

Intervention/ *Guidance Centers/ Individual Characteristics/
Interaction/ *Peer Counseling/ Sex Role/ *Staff Role/ Young
Adults/ *Youth Programs

E007178 CG507919
Communication Training Study: A Model for Training Junior

High School Peer Counselors
Gray, H.' Dean'; Tindall, Judith
School CounselOr, 22, 2, 107-112 474
Language: ENGLISH
Discusses the research model used to train junior high

school students in helping relations using the Carkhuff model.
Both the research data and resulting behaviors lend support to
the concept that effective training of peers can have positive
and far-reaching impact on both peer counselor trainees and
those to whom they relatett. (Author/PC) .

Oescriptors: *Communication Skills/ Junior High School
Students/ *Models/ *Nonprofessional Personnel/ *Peer
Counseling/ Research Project/ Train.ng Objectives

Identifiers: Carkhuff Training Model

EJ105553 CG507835
Adolescent Peer Counseling
Leibowitz. Zandy; Rhoads. David J.
School Counselor. 21. 4, 280-283 1974
Language: ENGLISH
Describes a counseling program whereby 12 selected high

school students were trained ns peer counselors to extend
counseling services to a greater number of students. Results
were favorable, (HMV)
Descriptors: +Adolescents/ *Counseling Services/ He!ping

Relationship/ High School Students/ *Peer Counseling
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EJ104397 HE505653
Student-to-Student Counseling
Solomon, Carla
Chahge, 6, 8, 48-50 1974
Language: ENGLISH
Yale University's Student-to-Student Counseling Service was

_ begun to offer a moee informal approach to counseling by
providing straightfoward sexual information and offering a
place where students can get abetter, perspectives on social
tensions- (Author/PG)
Descriptors: Counseling.Effectiveness/ *Guidance Centers/

*Higher Education/ *Peer Counseling/ *Student NeedS/ Student,
Problems/ Students

Identifiers: *Yale University CT

EJ103928 CG507784
The Effect of SysteMatic Communication Skills Training on

Residence Hall Paraprofessionals
Newton, Fred B.
Journal of College Student Personnel, 15, 5, 366-375 )974
Language: ENGLISH
A 12-hour training program combined what is known about

ba4lc communication dimensions with the use of simulation and
role playing in a housing setting. Analysis by covariance
found significant Increases for the treatment group on three
communication scales. (Author)

Descriptors: *Educational Aprograms/ *College Housing/
*Communication Skills/ *Paraprofessional School Personnel/
*Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions/ Models/ Training/
Dormitories/ College Students/ Helping Relationship

EJ103834 CG507690
The Role of Para-Professional Counselors in a Univertt-cy_

Drug Abuse Program
Vacc, Nicholas A.
College Student Journal, 7, 4, 41-46 0 1971
Language: ENGLISH
Through a functional analysis of an existing program at

State University College, Fredonia, New York, basic principles
and concepts underlying use of peers are described. Rationale
of program and selection and training of volunteers presented.
(Author/EK)
Descriptors: S Adjustment (to Environment)/ Attitudes/

*College Students/ *Counselor Role/ *Drug Abuse/ *Peer
Counseling/ *Volunteers

399-404 197,4

Language: MNGLISH
Descriptors: *Peer Counseling/ *Student Volunteers/ *Health

Education/ *School Health Services/ _Peer Relationship/
Sexuality/ Contraception/ Referral

'EJ101008 EC061689
K.I.S.S. and Kids: A Mandate for Preventio
Bower, Eli M. '

American Journal of Orthopsigily. 42, 4, 556-65 1972
Language: ENGLISH
Described_ is development and content of the Peer Counci6ling

Program which trained 175 students to help other studs with
personal problems or situational stress in the Palo Alto
(California) secondary schools. (Author /MC)
Descriptors: Behavior Problems/ Counseling/ *Emotional

Disturbances/ Evaluation/ *Exceptional Child Education/
Counseling/ Peer Relationship/ *Program Descriptions/
Secondary School Students/ *Training Methods

EJ092397 CG506817
Outreach Approach to Counseling with Foreign Students
Ho, Man Keung
Journal of College Student Personnel, 15, 1, 66 1974
Language: ENGLISH
Briefly destribes identification, training and sueprvising

of mature indigenous students as counselors to provide a

network conducive to foreign student interaction and to
interaction with the university community. (Author/CJ)
Descriptors: *Foreign Students/ *Student Development/ *Peer

Counseling/ *Cultural Isolation/ *Counselor Role/ Grottos/
Communication (Thought Transfer)

EJ092392__CG506812
Crisis thtervention by Peers
Dana, Richard 1171And___Others
Journal of Collage StuderritPecsonnel, 15, 1, 58-60 1974
Language: ENGLISH
Peer-designated crisis helpers are---compared with

non-peer-designated random helpers. Both helper groups- -were
interviewed to discover what WAS done in crisis intervention,
Peer-designated helpers intervene in more crises of a
potentially serious nature and are more likely to take some
direct action. (Author)

Descriptors: *College Students/ *Counseling Effectiveness/
*Counseling Services/ *Crisis Intervention/ Peer Counseling/
*Student Attitudes/ Student Needs/ Student Personnel Workers

EJ101743 5P502750
A Campus Peer Counseling Program in Human Sexuality
Baldwin, Bruce A.: Wilson, Robert R.
Journal of the American College Health Association, 22, 5,
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EJ090891, CG506664
Developmental Counseling; Counselor Trainees And Prospective

-Teachers
Stiles, Doris B.
Journal of the Student Personnel Association for Teacher

Education, 12, 2, 657,67 1973
Language: ENGLISH
Describes a developmental counseling program now in

operation, involving graduate and undergraduate School of
Education Students ,at the University of Miami, Florida.
Graduate counselor trainees staff a counseling center; drawing
their clientele from the undergraduate population. Conclusions
note that both counselors and "clients" benefit from the
program. (Author/NJ)

Descriptors: *Counselor Training/ *Guidance/ Guidance
Centers/ .'' *Peer Counseling/ Schools of Education/ *Student
,Personnel Services/ *Teacher Education/ Teacher Educators/
Teacher Guidance

EJ087460 CG506425
4 A Developmental Training Strategy For Use With Roleplaying
Techniques

B-ldwin, Bruce A.
Journal of College Student Personnel, 14, 6, 477-482 1973
Language: ENGLISH
A developmental training sequence using a, variety of

roleplaying techniques is presented here as a guiding
structure for short-term relationship training. Trainer
considerations are discuised. (Author)

Descriptors: Counseling Services/ Counselor ".,10/ *Counselor
Training/ Group Dynamics/ Guidance/ Ment. 'th/ *Peer
Counseling/ *Peer .Relationship/ *Role P' 'in9 Student
Volunteers/ Therapy/ *Volunteer Training

EJ085954 EA504212
What Schools Are Doing: A Roundup of New and Unusual School

Practices
Nation's Schools, 92, 5, 40-44 1973
Language: ENGLISH
Descriptors: *Career Education/ Elementary Schools/ Goal

Orientation/ ' *Maintenance/ *Peer Counseling/ *Resource
Allocation/ *School Buses/ School Policy/ Secondary Schools

EJ085753 CG506403
Middle/Junior High School Counselors' Corner
Varenhorst, Barbara B.
Elementary School Guidance and Counseling, 8, 1, 54-57

a 19736
Language: ENGLISH
A' mit 90 students (grades 7 through 12) participated in a

99 46

peer counseling program in Palo, Alto, Caltfornta. After a 12
week training program that taught communication skills,
adolescent ,concerns, and thee strategies and ethics Of
counteling, students were assigned to small group practicums
that met once a week and provided ongoing supervision..
Students chose the age group and type of problem with which
-they wanteo to work. (EK)

Descriptors: *Counselor Training/ High School Seniors/
Junior High'School Student-3/ Middle Schools/ *Peer Counseling/
*Peer Relationship/ *Problem Children/ *Social Problems.

9

EJ085664 CG506309
Personality And Peer Counsellors: An Adstralian Study
Dawson, Richard W. K,
Personnel and Guidance Journal, 52, 1, 46-49 1973
Language: ENGLISH
A report of the results obtained from a personality study of

students who volunteered for a peer counselor training program
at an Australian University. (JC)
Descriptors:.*Peer Counseling/ Helping Relationship/ *peer

Relationship/ *Student Volunteers/ *PersonalitvvAssessment/
Individual Characteristics/ Counseling Services

EJ080813 AA516359
Managing a Child-Centered Curriculum
Moffett, James
Teacher, 91. 1, 21- 4,28,32 1973
Language: ENGLISH
James Moffett discusses the need for a curriculum geared for

individuals, and to overcome the notion of one segue; for
everyone. Each child should have a chance to develop according
to 'Os capacities. (GB)

iescriptors: Classrooms/ Creative Teaching/ Curriculum/
Eoucatibnal Innovation/ Flexible Facilities/ +Individualized
nstruction/ Nongraded Instructional Grouping/ 'Peer
Counseling/ Self Directed Classrooms4- *Student Centered
Curriculum/ Teacher Role

1 00
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EJ080786 CG505934
Students as Paraprofessionals-A Peer to Peer Approach
Turner, Nancy A. ,

Journal of the National AssocCitiog of Women Deans and.
Counselors, 36, 3, 1307133 1973
-Language: ENGLISH
An overview of .a paraprofessionaL program designed and

Amplemented at Florida State University to alter the delivery
system of student services in order to reach a wider group of
students, and to have staff and programs available at hours
more accessible to the students. (JO-

Descriptors: College Programs/ College Students/ Helping
Relationship/ Intervention/ Paraprofessional Personnel/ *Peer
Counseling/ *Student Personnel Services/ Student Problems

EJ079098 CG505837
. Peer Counseling: A Model For The Selection And Training Of
Students To Help Students

Miller, Thomas W.
Counseling and Values, 17, 3, 190-194 .1973
'Language: ENGLISH
The goal of the present research endeavor was to assess the

-selection and training process for the use of
Para- professionals as a part of the counseling and crisis
intervention services offered to students at a four year
liberal arts college. (Author)

.

Descriptors: *Peer Counseling/ *Counselor SelectiOn/
*Training/ *Helping Relationship/ *Intervention/ Peer
Relationship

EJ078989 CG50581P 4,
The Deceleration of Inappropriate Comments by a Nabiral

Consequence
Lovitt, Thomas C.; And Others
Journal of School Psychology, 11, 2, 148-154 1973
Language: ENGLISH
The characters of this study were two boys in a crass for

pupils with learning disabilities. After an initial
assessment, which revealed that the inappropriate
verbalizations occurred about twice each day, the
peer-manager, contingent on each inapprCprfate remark, moved
away from the subject to another desk explaining to the
subject why he Was displeased. This technique proved
effective. (Author)

Descriptors: *Problem Children/ *Behavior Change/ Peer
Acceptance/ *Verbal Communication/ Peer Counseling/ School
Psychologists/ Language Usage

40188032 CG014371
An Undergraduate Helping Skills Course: Skill Development

47

and Career Education.
Korn...Paul R. -

.7199. 10p.

EORS,Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: English
Document Type: TEACHING GUIDE (052); RESEARCH REPORT (143)

.Geographic Source: U.S./ Massactiusetts
Journal Announcement: RIENOV80
During the past decade there has been an increase in the

training of undergraduates to provide mental health services,
as well as an increase in the inclusion of field experiences.
as legitimate credit courses. These trends have produced two
effects, i.e., greater marketability for undergraduate
psychology majors and greater use of trained paraprofessionals
as community mental health care providers. An undergraduate
Helptng Skills Course, piloted in response to these trends as
a complement to traditional courses and practice. incorporated
a design based on three components.: (1) presenting. a
conceptual framework using models of systematic skills
training; (2) providing opportunities for increasing
self-awareness and relationship-awareness; and (3) offering
guided helping skills practice' and feedback. Student
evaluation responses on a paper and pencil measure indicated
significant increases 19 ability to respond to problem
statements with accurate empathy. (Author)

Descriptors: Counseling Services/ *Counseling Techniques/
Course Content/ Course Descriptions/ Course EvSluation/ Higher
Education/ *Interpersonal Competence/ *Paraprofessional
Personnel/ *Peer Counseling/ *Skill Development/ *Training
Methods/ Undergraduate Students
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6110966 .CE006503
Exemplary Career- Resource Center for Grades 6 Through 9,in

Pennsylvania.
Penns Valley Area School District, Sprtng Mills, Pa.:

Pennsylvania Research Coordinating Unit for 'Vocational
Education. Harrisburg.,) Pennsylvania State Dept. of Education,
Harrisburg.

Publ. Date: 30 dun 74 Notef 27p.
' EDRS Price MF-$0.63 HC62:06 Plus Postage
Descriptors: 'Career Education/ Educational Programs/

'Elementary Secondary Education/ Information Dissemination/
Paraprofessional Personnel/ Program Descriptions/ PPOOPUM-
Planning/ Program Proposals/ Resource Centers
-Following a discussion of the need for the service the

document presents a proposal for the establishment of a-career
resource center in ordertto properly utilize and disseminate
career Information to students in Grades 6.9 in selected
Pennsylvania schools. The career resource center will be
involved. with the following activitiesr 11) 'collection.
synthesis, and placement of career information resources
available from commercial and other sources: and, (2)
Institution of an organized system for the dissemination of
career information to students. The indivIduat..responsible for
the organization, administration; and implementation of these
services. will be the career resource ,specialist who is a
'paraprofessional employed and trained by the local district.
The career resource specialist will work cooperatively with the
professlona) guidance staff n the school. Other staff members
include the counselor and supporting staff (community
volunteers and students). The paraprofessional t:1111 also be
responsible for. collecting data for the evaluation of project
objectives. Necessary infOrmation for the planning of thp
career resource center includes suggestions for the budget and
costs and amount of particular "equipment and materiels. A
bibliography is included. AuthorWC)
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E0181966 dC800098
Student -to- Student Counseling. Final Report: 1977-78.
Pals. Nanette
Southeastern Community Coll., Whiteville, N.C.
.7198. 37p.;Funded through the Impact Program"
SPO-FitoringAgency: EXXON Education Foundatioh, hew York,

N.Y. _

Postage
o

EDO Price MFOI/PCO2
Language: English .

Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141); EVALUATIVE REPORT
(142)

Geographic Source: U.S./ North Carolina
Journal Announcement: RIEJUN80
This two-part report reviews the implementation and

operation of a student counseling program conducted during
1977-78 in the developmental studies division of Southeastern
Community College_(5CC) with funds provided by the Exxon
Education Foundation. Part I discusses: (1) the impadt of the
progrgm on the college's counseling philosophy, (2) the
Integration of student counseling within the college's
freshman orientation program, (3) the administrative problems
encountered in implpmenting the program, (4) the provision of
elective credit for student counselors, (5) program evaluation
as determined by a survey of the student counselors and their
advisees, and (6). recommendations for the implementation of-
student advising programs at other colleges. Part II describes
the week of intensive training provided for prospective
student counselors, the target population of developmental
students who were served by these counselors, and the
guidelines established for counseling contacts during the
course of the progra4. The report is appended by the schedule
of activities used during counselor training, the criteria
used in selecting student counselors, and the philosophy
Statement which serves as the basis of SCC's developmental
`education program. (JP)

Descriptors: *Counseling Services/ Counselor Selection/
*Counselor training/ Developmental Programs/ Educational
Counseling/ *InternshWPrograms/ Learning Modules/ *Peer
Counseling/ Program Administration/ Program Descriptions/
*Program Evaluation% *Remedial Programs/ School Counseling/
School Orientation'/ Study Skills

E0I81357 CGOI4080
Training Peer Educator-Counselors in Sexuality and

Disability.
Bullard. David G.: And Others
California Univ., San Francisco.
2 Sep 1979 7p.; Paper Oesented at the Annual Convention

of the American Psychological Association (87th, New York, NY.
September 1-5, 1979)

Sponsoring Agency: 'National Inst. of Mental Health (DHEW),
Rockville. Md.
Grant No.: MH-14346
EDRS Price - MFOI/PC01 Plus Postage

05

Language: English
Document Type: CONFERENCE PAPER (150): RESEARCH REPORT (143)
Geographic Source: U.S./ California
Journal Announcement: RIEJUN80
In October 1976, 'undpr a grant from NIMH to the Human

Sexuality Program. Department of Psychiatry, University of
California, San Francisco, the Sex and,Disability training
Project began training physically disabled and nondisabled
persons as sociosexual educatorcounselors for persons with
disabilities, their intimates and families, and health care
providers.. The year-long training (1,000 hours/20 hours per
week) -.Included didactic and supervised field placement

0 experience. Evaluational data, including those obtained from
field placement super-Visors, )ndirTted that the 28
professionals and paraprofessionals Completing the training
over the three years of the project were effectively utilized
to deliver a varfety of services in both habilitation and
rehabilitation settings. (Author)

Descriptors: *Counseling Services/ *Counselor Training/
Microcounseling/ Normalization (Handicapped)/ 'Peer Counseling
/ 'Physical Disabilities/ Program Development/ *Rehabilitation
Counseling/ Research Projects/ *Sexuality/ Social Attitudes
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ED1B1174 CE021359
Peer Counseling and Ertployment Skills Training: Group

Leader's Handbook.
Simeone, Michael J., Ed.; Litman, Rochelle, Ed.
Glassboro State Coll., N.J.
Jan 1978 135p.; For a related document see ED 174 758
Sponsoring Agency. Office of Education (DHEW), Washington,

D.C.
Grant No.: G0077U::'18
EDRS4frice MFOI/PC06 Plus Postage.
LangDage: EngliSh
Document Type: NON CLASSROOM MATERIAL (055)
Geographic Source: U.S./ New Jersey
Journal-Announcement: RIEJUN80
This group leader's handbook provides a set of structured

activities for a workshop on peer_ counseling and employment
skills training. Two preliminary chapters outline group
leadership skills and group process techniques. The activities
which can be presented in any orde" to suit program goals are
then arranged in two major clusters: peer counseling
activities and employment training. Twenty-eight peer
counseling exercises focus on group building goals,
opportunities for non-threatening self-disclosure by group
members, and the development of specific communication skills.
Their generaf purpose is to create a high level of trust and
support nmong.group members that will form the basis for the
career -development activities that foft,qw. Twenty-six
employment skills training exercises are aimed at assessing a

participant's needs and abilities as these relate to career
-planning. There are also a number of activities that develop
skills in identifying career areas and planning) fOr
the'job search.!Each activity may include purpose, approximate
time, .materials, procedure, and follow-up. An annotated
listing of 'sources of occupational information and' a

' bibliography/selected resources list provide sources of
materials and activities to supplement the handbook. (YLB)

Descriptors: Ability/ Career Choice/ Career Counseling/
Career Development/ Career Education/ Career Guidance/ *Career
Planning/ Communication Skills/ Counselor Training/ Decision
Making Skills/. *Group Activities/ Group Dynamics/
Interpersonal Competence/ Job Search Methods/ Leaders Guides/
Leadership Training/ Learning Activities/ Needs Assessment/
Peer Counseling/ Self Concept/ Values/ Work Attitudes/
Workshops

ED177417 CG013845
Grief dounseting for Survivors of Sudden Death (SOSO).
Lea, Robert
Marin County, Cal. Office of the Coroner.; Marin County

Suicide Prevention Center, Cal.
12 May 1979 23p.; Best copy available; Paper presented at

the Annual Meeting of the American Association of Suicidology
(12th, Denver. Colorado, May 10-i3. 1979)
EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
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Language: English
Document Type: CONFERENCE PAPER (150): PROJECT DESCRIPTION

(141)
Geographic Source: U.S.Ylalifornia
Journal Announcement: RIEMAR80
Government: Local
.This_ paper describes a program of free, s ort-term,

individual bereavement counseling for survivors ,o sudden
death in Marin County. California. Co-sponsors ar -Marin
Suicide Prevention Center and Marin County Coroners Office.
Most survivors are initially referred to the program,by the
coroner 'at the time of certifying cause of death, others are
referred by third parties. and some are self-referred. Clients
may not be in therapy, and the death may.not have occurred
more than a year prior to the -referral. All known primary
survivors are contacted through,outreach calls during which
the program is offerred. About one-third of those contacted
accept. Of the 71 cases reported here, two-thirds involved
,violent deaths of which one-half were suicides: Counselors are
volunteers working in pairs, who are trained'and supervised by
Marin Suicide prevention Center. The program has been
functioning for six years without funding, other than
admlnistrative support from sponsoring agencies. Observations
indicate that the most willing to accept 'help are: (1)
survivors of highly traumatic,deaths; (2) unsuccessful suicide

'attempters; (3) female survivors grieving the loss of'males;
and (4) survivors who lose a spbuse, lover or child.
(Author/Ckj)
Descriptors: Counseling Services/ *Death/ -*Grief/ +Mental

Health Programs/ *Outreach Programs/ Parents/ +Pee Counseling
/ Program Descriptions/ +Suicide/ Widowed

Identifiers: Califbrnil (Marin County)
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E0177381 CG013803 -

,Carulins Counselor 1979.
Mflieri.Ocry M., Ed.
SOuth.Carolina Univ.. Columbia. School of Education.
197e 7913- $

EDRS Price --MFOUPC04 Plus Postage.
Language: English
ElocOment7Typie: COLLECTION (020)
Geographic Source? U.S./ South Carolina

* Journal Announcement: RIEMAR80'
Fhis *ithslogy contain,...1, eight popers given at a symposium

_whfch,brOught faculty and graduate_etudents together to share
-their-intecests and views about the counseling profession. It
-.explores a wide variety of topics: the need for preretirement
counseling,' the views of elementary counselors regarding their
responsibilities in working with the parents of disabled
children, ideas for counselors who wish to have career
counseling and placement progrems at' 41 minimal cost)
Christianity''.-and counseling from a person perspective.
extending mental' health services to the elderly using a
consultation ,and peer _counseling sppmech. premarital
preinancyp eha-muf_.:_of wedlock births,as they relate to child

_.abuse, seatiOP positions and group interactions,- and-the use _of -assertivitrns% training as it relates to therapy with
Corplei. tAufhor)
,Descriptors: Anthologies/ Assertiveneis/ *Career Counseling/

*Career'0,1idance/ Child Abuse/ Counseling/ Group Colinamics/
_ .Older - Adults/ *Peer Counseling/ Physical Disabilities/

ReligiOus_Factori*Retirement

ED175840 SP0i4638
" The Stiadent As a Catalyst for Change.

Neely, _Rds ell'
l5 May-.i979 -8p. -

ORS Price - ME0i/PC0i Plus Postage,
Language: En/lIsh
Document Type: PROJECT' DESCRIPTION (141)
GeographiC Source: U.S./ Arizona
Journal Announcement: RIEJAN80 .

The Student Health Promote- (SHP) program-at the University
Or--0Arizona_ is a campug-based,- service designed to offer
_students an opportunity to increase their awareness of
wellness activities through. the use of pc -'r counseling
techniqups. SHP participants are undergraduate students not
neCessarfly enrolled iehealth education who serve as referral
services for both campus and community health agencies. The
SHP training program is a three-credit course and offers
curriculum areas relating to self-care, counseling skills,
general-knowledge of Ofseaie and protocol treatments, general
pharmactilogy of nonprescription'drugs, health risk assessment,,

,.understanding of the University's* health .manual,
caralopulmonary_' resuscitation( ands, basic ,first aid. and
Contraceptive information and education. Student progresa._
during the training period is monitored by'both 'observation'

.50

and performance indicators. Selection of trainees for the
program is based on a combination of perSonal and academic
qualifications. .(LH)
Descriptors: *College Students/ *Health Education/ Health

Personnel/ Health Programs/ Higher Education/ Information
Sources/ *Outreach Prbgrams/ Peer Counseling/ Peer Teaching/
Resource Centers!, *Student Volunteers

O
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ED174758 CE021358
De'Velopment and Research-for Comprehensive Community-Based

--:!-__Ouldance-Counseling. Placement and Follow-Through Assistance
inVolving- _Peer CounSeling and Emphasizing SpeCial Needs
Groups, Final Report.

Glassboro State Coll., N.J.
.7198. 44p.; Not available in hard copy due to thin.

'broken :type : Report prepared by the Office of Career
Education
Sponsoring Agency: Bureau of Occupational and Adult

Education (DHEW/OE), Washington. D.C.
Bureau-No.-: 498AH70274
Grant No.: G007703028
EDRS Price - MF01 Plus _Postage. PC Not Available from EDRS.
Language: English
DoCument Type: EVALUATIVE REPORT (142)
Geographic Source: U.S./ New-Jersey
Journal Announcement: RIEJAN8O
A project was conducted to adapt and apply a model to train

counselors in technique' that combine the principles of peer
counseling and career counseling. The effectiveness of this
model was st .41ed by monitoring the applications of those
techniques by the participating counselors in their counseling
settings. Thirty counselors participated An a sixteen-week.
two-phase training program. The first phase consisted Of, a
series of workshops in .which counselors actively experienced
the counseling training model with an emphasis on employment
skills._ _The -second- phase provided- staff assistance to

counselors as they implemented pr6gram concepts into
counseling -'activities.Research focused on the effectiveness
of the model'on the self-perceptions and -the-job-seeking skill
of clients in the counselors' home setting. Significant
outcomes inclUded (1) a training program in peer-counseling
and employment-skills servicing to the needs of adult
eounselOrs and community-based agencies such as CETA
(Comprehensive Employment and Training Act) OIC (Occupational
Information Centers), public employment service, etc.; (2)

better equipped counselors able.to deal with clients in group
,pettings: (3) a 'peer-counseling model based in community
agencies that effectively meets the clients'
employment-related needs; and (4)`an effective peer counseling
hendbook_rontaining approaches and activities pertinent to the
clients' neecii:(Pre-tesuments, evaluation forms, and
other related project forms are -eppendedJAAuthor/8M)
DescOptors: *Adults/ *Career Counseling/ :CiFeer-GuidanGAL

Community Organizations/ Counseling Effeo.liveness/ Job Search
Methods/ . Pber Counseling/ 'Program Evaluation/ Public
Agencies/ Self Concept/ Tests

Identifiers: NeW'Jersey

E0167931 'CG013366
Human Sexuality at Fort Osage.
'Elmore, Keith N.
.7196. 52p.; Parts may not reproduce clearly due to print

'quality
Sponsoring Agency: Fort Osage School District. Independence.

Mo.
1

EDRS Price - MF01/PC03 Plus Postage.
pinguage: English
Document: Type: NON CLASSROOM MATERIAL (055): PROJECT

bcSCRIPTION (141)
Geographic Source: U.S./ MissoUri
Journal Announcement: RIEAUG79
This workshop booklet explains to parents a program on human

sexuality for high school students selected as peer
counselors. Preliminary student and faculty surveys. a school
board presentation explaining the need for the program. and
parent materials preface the actual program contents. The
course materials included cover values clarification, advisor
role-playing, and a joint parent-child sexual mythology quiz.
Tlhe book closes with a seminar` evaluation questionnaire and a
list of local resources. Data for preliminary surveys and
evaluation are not included. The introduction emphasizes that
throughout the program's two years of operation, , the
importance of parental understanding and support was stressed.

Descriptors: Counseling Services/ Individual Development/
Parent Background/ *Peer Counseling/ Role Playing/ Secondary
Education/ *Sexuality/ *Values
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ED163374 CG013148
Peer Counselor Project: Women Helping Women. Final report.
Morical, Lee
Aug 1978 137p.; Best copy available
Sponsoring Agency: National Inst. of Mental Health (DHEW).

Rockville, Md.
Grant No.: 5-T21-MH-14070
EDRS Price -4MFOI/PC06 Plus Postage.
Language: English
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Geographic Source: U.S./ Wisconsin
Journal Announcement: RIEMAY79
An experimental program'is described which was designed togain non-urban housewives for ,paid employment as

paraprofessional peer counselors. A flow chart traces the
origin, of the project back to/1969. when the future project
direct recognized the mental health needs of a variety of
non-urban_ housewives of all ages.eThe resulting peer counselor
training program is described in detail. Including funding and
institutional support, rationale and objectives. staff and
consultants, selection of trainees, and program design. The
extenslve',evaluation information includes sections on the
program's effects on trainees and on staff. Issues and
questions raised by the project are listed and discussed, and
a summary and future recommendations conclude the publication.
(Author/BP)
Descriptors: *Counselor' Training/ Females/ Helping

Relationship/ Homemakers/ Models/ Paraprofessional Personnel/
Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions/ Prggram Evaluation/
Rur60 Environment

ED163355 CG013069
Guidance Services in Pennsylvania. Position Statement.
-Pennsylvania State Dept. of Education. Harrisburg. Bureau of

Inst, :tional Support Services.,
1977 51p.
EDRS Price - MFOUPC03 Plus Postage.
Language: English
Document Type: CLASSROOM MATERIAL (050)
Geographic Source: U.S./ Pennsylvania
Journal Announcement: RI1MAY79
Government: State
Guidance Services Position Statement was prepared in

response to a need expressed by people engaged either in
,developing school guidance activities or in expanding and
improving such activities. The intent was to provide a guide

a framework upon which a guidanda program- might be
"constructed or made more effective. Five."major sections focus
on: (t) basic rationale for guidance; (2) basic services; (3)
current Issues; (4) evaluation criteria; and (5) counselor
role model. The basic rationale for guidance programs is to

. discover guidance where it occurs, sharpen abilities to meet
the goals and build its many forma into a planned total effort
aimed at helping the whole child develop to his/her full

113

potential. Guidance services felt to be basic to all guidance
programs Include individual counseling. group processes, pupil
assessment. information, parental involvement, referrals#
orientation, staff consultation, pupil records. placement,
research and evaluation. The ad hoc committee recommends 31
criteria for evaluating school guidance programs. and defines
the role of the counselor in a model. job description which
includes qualifications. role and duties. (BN)
Descriptors: *Guidance Programs/ Guidelines/ Peer

Counseling/ Professiona Personnel/ Program Development/
*Program Evaluation/ Pupil Personnel Services/ School
Community Relationship/ School Counseling/ State Programs

Identifiers: Pennsylvania,

E0163005 95 SP0134t0
Teacher Centers and Advisory Work. A Panel Discussion.
Apelman, Maja: And ethers
National Foundation for .the Improvement of Education

Washington. D.C. Teacher Center Project.
1978 30p.
Sponsoring Agency: National Ingt. of Education (MEW).

Washington. 'D.C.
Contract No.: 400-77-0093

.Available from: Instruction and Professional Development
Service. NEA, 1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20036
(Free)
EDRS Price - MEW Plus Postage. PC Not Available from EDRS.

41Langunge: English
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Geographic Source: U.S./ Colorado
Journal Announcement: RIEAPIT79
Highlights of a panel discussion on advisory work and how it

relates to teacher centers and inservice education programs
are contained in this transcript. The role o an advisor in a
teacher center is to act as a helper, counselor. confidant,
and supportive professional to teachers who seek their
services. An important function of the advisor is to provide
linkage between the theory of inservice study 'and the
realistic world of school teaching. Advisors are, as a rule.
Individuals with special talents and experience 'In the
classroom. This panel discussion focuses on the relatiorship
between teachers and advisors, methods of operating, and
typicol problems in the classroom and ways of solving those
problems. (JD)

Descriptors: Elementary Education/ *Faculty Advisers/
Helping Relationship/ Inservice Teacher Education/ Pear

. Counseling/ Teacher Centers/ Teacher Improvement/ Teacher
Workshops
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ED 158210 CG012805
Utilization of Students as Peer Counselors and Peer Tutors.
Seveyega, Dina Maria
1978 8p.; Paper presented at the Annual of the

Ameripan Personnel and Guidance Association (Was ington, D.C..
March 19-23. 1978)

EDRS Price - MFOI /PCOI Plus Postage.
Language; English
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141) .

Geographic Source. U.S./ Ohio
Journal Announcement: RIEJAN79
The utilization of students is a valuable resource in

providing services for a successful learning experience. Two
possible services are tutoring and peer advising. For many
students tutoring. is the only answer to successful academic
coping. Effective tutoring requires knowledgeable, sensitive
and well-trained tutors. Depending on the degree of need,
tutoring can take place one on one, in groups of five or fewer
students, or in workshop and classroom- style settings. to
insure effectiveness, faculty may certify and help train
tutors, 'wake referrals and provide pertinent information and
guidance. Peer advising is another possible resource. The peer
adviser may assist in handling the tutorial transaction, give
individual in-depth orientation to special resources cn
campus, and continue to contact and offer guidance throughout
the year. Peer advisers may also serve on task force
committees. which plan and implement programs such as
publicity, student outreach, staff development, public
relations and other essential developmental programs. (Author)

Descriptors: *Educational Counseling/ Guidance Programs/
Higher Education/ *Peer Counseling/ Peer Teaching/ State of
the Art Reviews/ Student Participation/ Student Personne!
Services/ Tutorial Programs/ Tutoring

ED15818i, CG012749
Peer Counseling: Academic Credit for Helping Others.
Kaplan, Leslie 'S.

17p.
EDRS Price - AFOI/PC0i Plus Postage.
Language: English,
Document Typo: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Geographic_ Source: U.S./ Virginia
Journal Announcement: RIEJAN79

_Peer counseling in high schools provides a developmental
growth opportunity for adolescents as well as a valuable
outreach service for the Guidance Office. Through intensive
small group experience and training, selected students gain
insight into their own ideas, needs, and values. They also
learn more, effective interpersonal and decision making skills.
As psycholdgical education, an effective peer counsellAg
program provides a variety of conditions under which
adolescents may successfully complete the transition to

responlible and satisfying adulthood. Adolescents receive
guidance in defining themselves, ' develop consciousness

115 53

awareness of conflicting demands, receive training and
practice in responsible behavior. set and obtain realistic. and
desirable goals, assume responsibility for their own behavior
and live -constructively with the consequences. and develop
security about their ability to handle new problems. Thks
paper presents a detailed description of one, two:phased peer
counseling program: skills,,training and application of skilts%
The entire program is then ,viewed developmentally as It

considers how peer counseling furthers the ychological and
maturational growth needs of high school students. (Author)`

Descriptors: Adolescents/ Communication Skills/ tDecision
Making Skills/ Nigh School Students/ Numarilstic Education/.
Individual Development/ Interaction Process Analysis/
Intergroup Relations/ Interpersonal Competence/ Peer
Counseling/ Program Descriptions/ Secondary Education/
Secondary School Curriculum/ Self Concept
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Include drop-in suppOrt groups, workshops on single parentED154853 JC780248 a
issues, a single parent magazine. Individual counseling andThe Development of Guidelines for Community College Peer community outreach. The report briefly specifies the goals ofGroup Counseling Evolving-From a Study of Programs -for Adult the center and the rationale behind its activates. The centerRe-Entry Women.
does not have the funding to carry out all the services itElledge, Muriel K. feels are needed by single parents. Requests from several1978 145p.: Ed.O: Dissertation. Nova University community organizations for help in setting up their ownEDRS Price - MFOI/PC06 Plus Postage.
Single parent support groups have led to a 'different emphasis.Language: ENGLISH ,
A future goal may be for the center to concentrate its effortsDocument Type: DISSERTATION (040) on providing technical assistance, liaison and facilitatorJournal Announcement: RIEOCT78 training for other groups. rather than attempting to provideThe effec.tiveness .of peeC group counseling on self-concept all such services itself. (Author/DOW)

among adult re-entry,womem In Women's Education Development De:;criptors: Delivery Systems/ *Family Programs/ GroupIncentive (WENDI) programs and other related programs was Counseling/ Human Services/ Individual Needs/ *One Parentstudied to develop a set of guidelines for community college Family/ Parent Role/ +PWer Counseling/ Program Descriptions/peer, group counseling. The study involved using the Adult *Resource Centers
0Nowicke-Strickland Internal-External Scale for pre- and

post-assessment of seven WENDI counseling classes: use of
Skinner's positive reinforcement learning strategies by peer
facilitators In the classes: interviewingfour WENDI staff ED151629 CG012207personnel at Brevard,Community College: on-site visits to Three Approaches to Teacher Self Development.women's programs at Phoenix and Mesa Community Colleges; Myeow, David L.
interviewing counselors from two Comprehensive Education and .7197. 21p.Training Act (CETA) funded women's programs; interviewing EDRS Price - MF0I/PC01 Plus Postage.members of one WENDI class using the nominal group process language: ENGLISHtechnique; comprehensively reviewing related literature: and Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)establishing an Institutional Development Team composed of Journal Announcement: RTEAUG78Brevard staff members. Data analysis demonstrated no This paper describes training Innovations currently takingsignificant difference from externality to internality among place in a pre-service teacher education program. theWENDI members at the end of the course. However, there was a experiences are designed systematically to facilitatepositive class mean shift from externality to internality. The self-development. They include (1) learning about humaninterviews and literature review indicated self-cOncept and development,through autobiographical reflection: (2) applyinginternality were enhanced by peer group counseling, suggesting Transactional Analysts -to peer and professional relationships;that the WENDI model can be effectively transferred to other and (3) improving helping skills via peer-counselingcommunity college high risk student target areas. (TR) experiences. Student self-report and course evaluation dataDescriptors; AdUlt Students/ Community Colleges/ Counseling from four semesters are offered. This evidence shows thntServices/ Developmental Programs/ *Educationally Disadvantaged preservlce teachers find these personal development/ *Females/ Guidance/ Literature Reviews/ locus of Control/ experiences useful for increasing their self-understanding and*Peer Counseling/ *Reentry Students/ Sel %' Actualization/ Self their professional effectiveness. (Author)
Concept/ *Two Year Colleges/ Womens Education

' Descriptors: *Helping Relationthip/ Human Development/Identifiers: Brevard Community College FL/ *Womens Education- Individual Development/ +Peer Counseling/ *PersonalityDevelopment Incentive Program Development/ *Preservice Teacher Education/ Program -,

V Descriptions/ +Self Actualization/ *Teacher Education/
Workshops -

Identifiers: *Transactional AnalysisED153140 CG012401
Report on the Activities of the Single Parent Resource

Center, 1979-1978.
Childcare Switchboard / Single Parent ResoUrce Center. San

francisdo. Calif.
Oct 1977 16p,

EDRS Price - MFOI/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal Announcement: RIESEPT8
This report provides a model for the provision of social

services to single parents. The activities the center provides
54
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ED148208 HE009468
Research on Part-Time Campus Student Financial Aid

Personnel, Final Report.
fombaugh, Richard L.: Heinrich, Kathleen; R.
2 Sep 1977 121p.
Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education (DHEW). Washington,

D.C.
Contract No.: 100-77-0142
EDRS Price - MF01/PC05 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: RESEARCH REPORT (143)
Journal Announcement: RIEMAY78
The project reported on was the second phase of activities

mandated by Section 493B of the Higher Education Amendments of
1976. That section required activities to assist in the
expansion and improvement of campus student aid information
services. The project had as its objectives to: (1) analyze
the findings of a survey of institutional practices regarding
the use of part-time financial aid counselors; (2) draft
recommendations for aid administrators, _students, and other
interested parties: and (3) hold public meetings to secure the
recommendations before submitting them to the Office of
Education. At present, It was concluded, part-time personnel
are used primarily for clerical purposes and not for
counseling, although their use as counselor:: is expanding.
Although there is little objection to their use, the primary
obstacles seem to be salaries, training, and supervision
needs. As far as aid information dissemipation in general is

concerned, It seems that there is insufficient information
avatlable to students, and that the nontraditional student 1-
the most-difficult to reach. Peer counseling and information
dissemination may help keep the focus on student rather than
institutional needs, 'although it, should not be seen as a
cure-all. It As recommended that institutions be encouraged to
expand the use of part-time personnel, Involve student
employees in off-campus training, and set,up and manage
part-time and peer counseling programs. Financial incentives
are tiot seen as necessary at this time. (MSE)
Descriptors: *College Students/ Counselor,Training/ Federal

Legislation/ Government Role/ Higher Education/ Information
Dissemination/ Information Needs/ Information Services/
Institutional Role/ Job Training/ National Surveys/
Occupational Surveys/ +Part Time Employment/ *Peer Counseling/
Student Employment/ *Student Financial Aid/ +Student Personnel
Services/ +Student Personnel Workers

Identifir.rs: Higher Education Act Amendments 1976/ National
Center for Education Statistics

ED146502 CG011934
The Open Cloor A Campus Peer Counseling Canter.
Kahn, Malcolm; And Others
6 May 1977 27p.: Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of

the Southeastern Psychological Association (Hollywood,
California, May 4-7, 1977)
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EDRS Price - MFOUPCO2 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal Announcement: RIEAPR78
This report discusses in detail the development and

operation of the Open Door, a peer counseling center at the
University of Miami. In operation since 1970. I7 includes the
historical development, a description of the volunteer
Workers, the training program: and research programs
concerning the Open Door. Broadly speaking, the workers
provide information, counseling, referrals, and crisis
intervention on topics varying from birth control to academic
problems to,drug use. The workers also hand out informational
literature and sponsor educational forums on topics such as
birth control and homosexuality. (Author/PFS)
Deicriptors: Counseling Services/ Guidance Centers/ Higher

Education/ +Peer Counseling/ Peer Relationship/ Program
Evaluation/ Psychological .Studies/ Student Volunteers/
*Volunteers

ED146478 CG011884
Re-Evaluation Co-Counseling! A Method of Peer Self Help.
Rockman, Ildhe F.
.7193. 9p.
EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141).
Journal Announcement: RIEAPR78
The college and university counseling center traditionally

employs standard techniques in helping students, faculty, and
staff in overcoming problems of mental stress (Berman, 1972).

A technique suitable to both individual and group sessions,
but rarely utilized is Re-Evaluation Co-Counseling or R_C. For
the past twenty years. R.C. has gained an international
following in affirming people as rational. intelligent,
zestful, loving, and curious beings whose minds have become
blocked and obstructed in the growth process from childhood to
adulthood, Through the conscious discharge (e.g. crying,
shaking, shivering, trembling, laughing, screaming, yawning,
talking) of past accumulated hurts, one can work toward
freedom from rigid behavior patterns toward an increased
awareness of self. The co-counseling experience (two people
acting as both client and counselor in alternating patterns)
provides the means for discharging emotion In an effort to

re-evaluate past hurts and behaviors. For effective peer
counseling to be experienced, however, an understanding of RC
theory must be established by a group leader in a setting from
8-20 weeks. (Author)

Descriplq-Fer---Cdridge Students/ +Counseling/ Emotional
Adjustment/ Helping Relationship/ Higher Education/
*Nondirective Counseling/ Peer Counseling/ Program
Descriptions/ Psychological Patterns/ +Psychotherapy/ +Self
Help Programs
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Fr145908 JC770527
Oaraprofessionals as Counselors.
Young, Jerry W.
1975 9p.
ERRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.

'Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (1.41)
Journal Announcement: RIEMAR78
An experiment using paraprofessionals as counselors,began in

summer -1972 at Allegany Community College with the hiring of o
three recent graduates whose primary responsibility was to
enhance communication On campus among students and between
students and staff. Guided by a weekly three-hour clinic
session with the Dean of Student Services and by special
training events, the paraprofessionals evolved their own areas
of activity, becoming catalysts and referral agents to the
student services staff. The program success insured its
continuation and expansion through 1974-75, by which time all'
bad become regularly employed in service areas. The experiment
resulted in the. following recommendations regarding the
inclusion of paraprofessionals in student services: (1)' the
selection of open, accepting. assured persons is critical; (2)
they must have the total commitment- of at least one,.
professional with some power on campus; (3) clinic sessions
conducted by a support staff member seem, to be most effective
for training and personal growth; and (4) the role must be
defined by institutional policy, preferably joined to an
articulated career ladder. (RT)
Descriptors: Community Colleges/ 'Counselor Role/ Counselor

Selection/ Counselor Training/ *Paraprofessional Personnel/
Peer Counseling/ Peer Relationship/ Professional Recognition/
*Student PersOnnel Services/ 'Two Year Colleges

ED1453164 'CG011823
Techniques of- Learning:, Self-Modification of Academic

Behavior -- Trainer's Manual,
Zimmerman, Jeff: Handfield, Victoria
American Psychological A.mdclation, Washingtpn, D.C. Journal

Supplement Abstract Service.
.7196. 120p.; For related document, see CG 011 822
Available from: Orthr Department, 'American Psychological

. Association, 1200 Seventeenth Street. N.W.. Washington. D.C.
(HC $8.00. Mr $4.00, order number JSAS MS. 1374. prepayment
required)

Document Not Avalllable from EDRS.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: CLASSROOM MATERIAL (050)
Journal Announcement: RIEMAR7S
The concept and training procedures of a university-based.

_student-operated program designed to help other students in
the---8rea of academic effectiveness is described in'this
training manual. The manual offers the guidelines for training
peer counselors- --fmthe techniques of individual academic
counseling, group leadership skills in a co-leadership format,

121 ,
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and academic effectiveness, The manual contains an outline and
detailed procedures for an initial 30-hour intensive-training
workshop, as well as modules for continuing, ongoing,
in-service training. Topics covered are behavioral
self-coritro1,- assertiveness training, anxiety management,
counseling techniques, and group co-leadership skills. The
manual is presented in _a straightforward, simple format
designed to ease training design and translation of this model
into a variety of settings. The purpose, procedures,
behavioral consequences. and trainer notes of each training
module are included. The training offers an experience of
self-discovery for both trainees and trainers through an
experimental format. This manual is designed to bo most useful
when accompanied by the "Manual for Staff Members", a service
operation manual. Both of these manuals were produced under a
grant frbm The Department of Health. Education, and Welfare's
Office of Youth Development. This program is one of six
stUdent-operated, peer - counseling services in the Peer
Environmental Analysts, Counselors, Educators (PEACE) Program
at American University. (Author)
Descriptors: 'Academic Achievement/ 'Assertiveness/

*Behavior Change/ College Students/ *Counselor Training/
Guides/. *Helping Relationship/ Higher Education/ Learning/
Peer Counseling/ Program Guides/ Self Control/ +Training
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TectbiqueS of Learning: Self-Modification. of Academic

Sahel/forManual for Staff Members.
Handffeld, Victoria; And Others .

American Psychological Association, Washington, D.C. lournal
Supplement Abstract SetNice.

- 7196- 139p.; For related docents s see CG ott 823
Available-from l Order Department7,0. American Psychological

ll'Assocation. 1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W., -Washington. D.C.

(HC $9.00, MF $4.00, order number dSAS MS. l373, prepayment
required)
Document Not Available from EDRS.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: CLASSROOM MATERIAL (050)
journal Announcement: RIEMAR78
The "Manual,for Staff Members" describes the Techniques of

LearningProgram, a part of the Peer Environmental Analysts,
Counselors. Educators (PEACE) Program-at American University.
PEACE Is a large, studept-operated peer counseling program
that- consists or six services and related academic courses.
Techniques OfLearn-frig Te-a-program that-teaches_student peer
counselors the techniques of behavioral self-control Of

academic material. These studentsare additionally trained in
communication and helping skills, and small group,,training
techniques, which than enlble them to conduct small,droups of
students enrolled in, an undergraduate course designed to
increase the student's 'academic effectivrooess: The peer

counsetors work' 1both -individually and in small droups,
utilizing the student4s_ present academic experiences. as e

"focus for the:course. The manual describes the structure of
/ the program, the student leadership, the use of professional

resources', and the various roles of peer counselors. It

details the specific class agenda- for both peer counselor and
student claqses. Initial training is explained, and some
research on the program is evaluated. The manual is deatgned
tobe used in conjunction with the "Trainer's Manual" (MS.

131g). -Which describes the training of peer counselors.
0 (Author).
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Descriptors: Academic,Achlevement/ *Behavior Chan ge/,College

Students/ Counselor Training/ Helping Relationship/ Higher
Ed6c4tion/ Learning/ *Peer Counsel'md/ Program Guides/ Self

Control/7... Self Help 'Programs! Staff Role/ Student
Pantleipation--
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ED142904, CG011637
The Use of- Older Volunteers as Peer-Counselors.
Becker, Francbise M.; Zarit, Steven H.--
.7196. 170.;. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the

Gerontological.Societv (29th, New Ycrk, N.Y:, October 1976)
EDRS Price ME01/PC01 Plus Postage.
Langiiade: ENGLISH .0 0

. _Document Type; RESEM.cti'REPORT (143)
-Journal Announcement; RIEJAN78
'White research usually emphasizes the decrements of older

0

13 .-"

0

persons, increases in human relations skiHs may be among the
observable gains of aging. ine present study, conducted in the
Counseling Center of the Andrus Gerontology Center. evaluates-
the potential of using.older volunteers as peer counselors.

0 Subjects were 11 persons from a larder' pool df older adult

volunteers who were enrolled in a counselor training program.:
A control group of 11 other volunteers was chosen -randomly
from ti remaining group. The experimental group received 10 ,

training sessions in counseling skills based bn Carkhuff's
developmental model, with modifications to include information
on the aging process. All Ss were evaluated prior to and
following the training course im'a mock interview. Responses
were rated- on the dimensions of empathy, genuineness and
non-possessive warmth, which have,6een found to be related to
effective dOunseling. Results show that oider,adults can be-
trained in the kind of -interpersonal skills needed for
counseling, extending the previous- data in the training of lay
counselors into the training of older persons. ( .nor}
Descriptors: Counseling/ Empathy/.*LiitenIng Skills/ Mental

Health/ *Older Adults/- *Peer Counseling/ Research Projects/
Role Perception/ *Self Concept/ Social Attitudes/ Volunteer
Training

----I-dent I Hers: --*Carkhuf_t_ Tra ining Model
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E0138888 CG011360
An Experimental Peer Group Orientation Program.
'Mazur. Chet, Ed.; And Others
5p.
EDRS Price - mFoi/Pcoi Plus Postage.
.Language: ENGLISH.
.Document Type: PROJECT-DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal Announcement: RIEOCT77
In this experimental orientatior program, peer groups work

with potential high school freshmen while they are still in

the eighth grade, so that transition to high shoal will be
easier. Groups consisting of two student leaders, and 10 to 15
eighth graders, meet for three A5-minute sessions, and engage
in various orientation, visiting day, and open house

activities. Feedback indicates that th:, program Is helpful to .

both participants and to student leaders. Of the f-irstlyears'
participants 60% returned evaluation surveys, and 40% of them
responded positively to the program, Of the 1730% of the second
year's participants responding, -66% had positive feelings'.

about the program. (Author/dLL)
Descriptors:^*Adjustmeht (to Environment)/ Grade 3:*Grade 9i

*High Schdol Freshmen/ *High Schdol Students/ Peer Counseling

/ Peer Groups/ Program Descriptions/ *Schaal Orientation/
Secondary Education/ Student Adjustment
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ED137703 CG011289.
Training in Help Giving Skills in a Psychology of Adjustment

Class.
Payne. Paul A.
.719%4 12p,; Paper presented at the Annual Conference of

the American Psychological Association (84th, Washington. D.C.
September 3-7, 1976)

EDRS Price r MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
'Document Type; PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal Announcement: RIESEP77,
Based on the evidence that college students are their own

primary resource for psychological servicee, a training
program in help-giving skills wae4deve.loped as a supplement to
an academic course in the psychology of adjustment. Training
for 73 students involved readings, lectures. modeling, and
experiential learning in Small groups. Pre-post measures
included reported help given and received, a situation type of
empathy test, and two global measures of
adjustment--self-rated overall adjustment, and rated severity
of three personal problems. Following the course, students
evaluated the training with respect to attempted useand
perceived usefulness of the training. Results indicated a
significant increase for level of empathy. Also, significant
changes in the direction of better adjustment were reported
for the two adjustment measures. These pre-post changes, as .
well as-student-eva4ent-tens-ot-the-mogram, were interpreted
as supportive of the training of help-giving skills in tHF------
classroom context. (Author) -

Descriptors: Adjustment (to Environment)/ Behavior/ *College
Curriculum/ College Students/ *Empathy/ Friendship/ *Helping
Relationship/ *Interpersonal Relationship/ *Peer Counseling/
Psychological Patterns/ +Psychological Services/ Research
Projects

of policy upon students and the effectivenetls of the staff
itself. Professional training and supervision are critical...An-,
the success of peer advisement programs. Student development
staff and academic teaching faculty may, depending upon the
specific functions of the peer advisors,, jointly teach,
administer' and monitor the program. Students from particular
academic disciplines, special interest groups or ethnici-ties
can be selected as peer advisors thereby expanding general
student services. Administrative structure should be
determined by individual institutions and supervision.
Clearly, peer paraprofessional staff can provide a new and
exciting dimension to student services but they do require the
assistance and support of professional staff In order to oe
effective. (Author),

Descriptors: College Students/ +Counselor Training/
+Educational Resources/ Helping Relationship/ Human Services/
+Individual Counseling/ *Paraprofessional Personnel/ !Peer
Counseling/ Program Descriptions

E0136159 C0011200
Peer Academic Advisement:, The Use oof Students as Peer

Paraprofassional Support Staff.
Levinson, Judith-H.
.7194. 14p.; Paper presented at the Annual Conference of

the National Association of Women Deans, Administrators, and
Counselors (60th, New Orleans. Louisiana, March 18-21, 1976)

EDRS Price - MFO1 /PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH'
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal, Announcement: RIEAUG7I
The use of peer paraprofessJonals in an academic adviseMent

setting provides an attractive method of extending student
services. Students selected to be advisors develop expertise
in interpersonal communication skills and,through their
increased understanding of college and their peers, are able
to more fully experience their own educations. Furthermore,-.7:-
peer advisors are able to provide valuable feedback to te
staff about campus facilities. academic ferings, the impact
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E0134658 00016716
Teens Helping Other Teens Get It Together: An Evaluation of

the Baltimore Youth Advocate Projea. Final Report.
Mar t974 128p.; This report was prepared by the Mayor's

Office of Manpower Resources, Baltimore, Maryland
Sponsoring Agency: Rehabilitation Services Administration

(OHEW), WashingtOn, D.C.
Grant No.; 86-P-80068/2-01
EDRS Price - MF01/PC06 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal Announcement: RIEJUN77
A description and .evaluation of the Baltimore Youth-Advocate

Project (YAP) is provided in this report. This project
attempted to find out whether, to what extent, and with what
results certain children -could actually be diverted from the
juvenile justice system. .The project provided coaching and
counseling services to 'pre-delinquent and potentially
delinquent children ("Children in Need of Supervision") mainly
through referrals made by the Department of Juvenile Services
and from schools in areas covered by the project. Youth
advocates. (ages 17-19) were recruited to work part time under
the Immediate direction of an area supervisor. In the field,
these advocates were on call day T:nd night. Similar to their
clients in age and background, these, youth advocates served as
contact persons ,through which "childrc.1" in need could be
guided to existing agencies and resources. About 216 youth
were served through the first two years of the project. The
average length of a completed case was six months. Data from
tbe evaluation indicated that the project had a desirable
effect on recidivism and the level of agency support in the

community. (Author/AM)
Descriptors: Counseling Services/ Delinquency/ *Delinquency

Prevention/ Delinquent Rehabilitation/ Juvenile Courts/ Peer
Counseling/ Peer Groups/ Program Descriptions/ Program
Effectiveness/ *Program Evaluation/ Youth Problems/ Youth
Programs,

Identifiers: *Baltimore Youth Advocate Project/ Maryland
(Baltimore)

sessions, It deals with concerns of general adjustment and
`dissemination of information about campus services and
facilities. Students seftcted as peer advisors undergo
specific training tb take on the role as academic advisors,
including-,both academic and experiential components. The
nature of the training experience based on a developmental
instruction paradigm, and its philosophical and theoretical
basis, "are described. (1($1
'Descriptors: *College Students/ Counseling ServiceV

Counselor Training/ Educational Counseling/ Guidance/ Higher
Education/- *Orientation/ Peer Counseling/ Program
Descriptions/ Speeches/ *Student Development/ Student
Personnel SerVices r -.

E0130214 CG010896
Retention of the Nontraditional Student Through Peer

Modeling.
Montes. Delia; Ortega. Ludy
1976 13p.; Paper presented at the Annual Convention of the

American Personnel and. Guidance Association (Chicago.
Illinois, April 11-14, 1976)
EORS Price - MFOUPC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal Announcement: RIEMAR77
An innovative program knows as "ASTW", a system that works,

was designed to assist the non-traditional student in a

university setting. me program goal is retention of the
non-traditional student through counseling and learning
assistance. Peer Courselors play a key role in the total
program operation. They are the paraprofessionals who
participate directlx with the professional staff in

determining program needs. the deliverers of services to
students, the evaluators of the program, and often times, the
creators of innovative techniques and projects to better serve
the non-traditional student. These two' papers describe the
program and present the model used In its Implementation.
(Author /CKJ)

Descriptors: College Students/ Disadvantaged/ Dropout
Prevention/ Higher Education/ Low Income Groups/ Models/
NontraditionalStudents/ Older Adults/ *Outreach Programs/
Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions/ *Retention
(Psychology)/ Student Personnel Services

5

E0133630 C6010970
Academic Advising in Action--A Specific Program.
Roberts. Dennis
Apr 1976 7p.; Paper presented at Annual Convention of the '

American Personnel and Guidance Association (Chicago,
Illinois. April 11-14, 1976): For related documents, see CG

, 010 970-973, and CG 011 053
MRS Price - MFOI/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal Announcement: RIEdUN77

4 The Summer Orientation Registration Program at the
University of Maryland, "Maryland Review." Is described.
Dominated by academic information and decision-making
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ED130032 CE008179
Improving Employment Possibilities for Female Black.

Teenagers. in Newyork City. Final Report.
Lewis. Hylant And Others
Metropolitan Applied Research Center. Inc.. New York. N.Y.;

Northside Center for Child Development. New York. N.Y.
May 1976 .262p. -

Sponsoring Agency: Manpower Administration_ (DOL).
Washington. DC. Office of Research and Development.
Grant No.: 42-36-73-03 -
EDRS Price MfOl/PC11 Plus Postage.

--Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: RESEARCH REPORT (143)
Journal Announcement: RIEMAR77
A project tested the effect of sponsored peer group

interaction and supports on the job behavior and orientation
to work of young black women in New York City. Peer group
aides and staff of'the Careers Project at Northside Center for
Child Development worked with a control croup to facilitate
preparation for employment. Analysis shows that practically
every member of the experimental control group held a job at
some point during the program as compared with slightly more
than one-third of the control group. Whether the young women
were in school or out of school, and had looked for a job or
had not looked for a job made differences in their view of job
possibilities and of education. The peer group metanism
seemed effective in dealing with some aspects of the interplay
among race, sex, and age in work behavior and expectations.
(Author/WL)
Descriptors: Adq,lescents/ Age/ Black Attitudes/ Slacks/

Career Choice/ Career Counseling/ Economic Research/
Employment/ Employment Potential/ Expectation/ *Females/ '

Labor Force Development/ Motivation/ Orientation/ !Peer
CoUnseling/ Peer Groups/ Peer Relationship/ Race/ Sex
(Characteristics)/ Unemployment/ Work Attitudes

Identifiers:" New York (New York)

ED128733 CG010842
Narcum's Peer Resource Program.
alai. Boris. Jr.
1976 4p.
EDRS Price - Mr01/PC0i Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document, Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (iiii)'
Journal Announcement: RIEFEB77
This paper' describes the Peer Resource Program established

by Harcum[Junior College. It' is designed to provide. in
addition to professional guidance personnel, student peer
leadershi and student personnel services to other students.
The appr ach is based on the a.ssumption that adolescents are
generally / more responsive to peer influences, pressures and
controls., The prograr trained 26 students in communication
skills, interpersonal skills, decision-making and group
dynamics The trained students then received resource
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materials for referral and informational purpose;. The
students so trained consider themselves mediators between
students and faculty. The program has been in operation for
one semester and appears to fulfill student needs. (NG)
Descriptors: Adolescents/ Communication Skills/ 'Counseling

Services/ Decision,Msking/ Helping Relationship/ Interpersonal
Competence/ Peer Counseling/ Peer Groups/ Program
Descriptions/ Resource Materrals/ *Student Volunteers/ Two
Year College Students

Identifiers: i4arcum Junior College PA

ED125705 JC760380
A Case for Peer Counseling.
Parker. Delores A.
1976 19p.'

EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: BOOK (010)
Journal Announcement: RIENOV76
The purpose of this paper was to deign a peer- counseling

program for Davidson County Community College. Implementation
of such a program will provide more Services for each student
at a low cost., will provide leadership/work experience for
students at the college, and will enable professional
counselors to devote more of -their time to the. counseling
function rather than to the guidance function. The primary
function of the peer counselor is to perform those 'duties that
do not require professional credentials, such as
information-giving, study techniques, and class scheduling
assistance. In the literature review, the author details the
functions of paraprofessionals. the functions of (he-
counseJor. and the advantages of utilizing paraprofessionals.
After describing the peer counseling programs at two other
North Carolina community colleges. the author presents a
method for gaining administrator support and appeoval, plans
for selecting End training peer counselors, a proposed list of
peer counselor lnctions, and a method of evaluating the peer
counseling program. A short bibliography is appended. (DC)
Descriptors: Community Colleges/ Costs/ Counselor Training/ .

Guidance Objectives/ Literature Reviews/ +Paraprofessional
School Personnel/ Peer Counseling/ *Program Development/
Program Evaluation/ School Counseling/ Student Personnel
Services/ Two Year Colleges
Identifiers: Davidson County Community,College
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Twenty college students from American Indian. Chicano. Anglo
and Black ethnic backgrounds were recruited to work In the
Cross-Age Peer Relationship Project. They became involved In a
program of educational remediation and facilitation for junior
high age youth from similar backgrounds. Each counselor
trainee was assigned a junior high school In order to work
cooperatively with the school faculty to organize recreational
activities and assist In the_classroom. Each counselor trainee
also conducted group counselindosessions under the supervision
of the project director. The program results indicate that;; the
minority youth responded positivelyto the-project. A followup
of the participants Indicates that all are still In school.
and all are doing creditable work. (SJL)
Descriptors: Academic Achievement/ College Students/

*Counselors!' *Cross Age Teaching/ *Dropout Prevention/ Helping
Relationship/ Junior High School Students/ Minority Group
Children/ Paraprofessional Personnel!, *Peer Counseling/
Program Descriptions/ Self Concept/ *Specialists

ED124657# UD016105
The Development of a Model for Implementing the Positive

Peer Culture Program in an Inner-City High School.
Roffers, David William
1975 179p.
Available from Xerox University Microfilms. P. O. Box 1764.

Ann Arbor. Michigan 48106 (Drder No. 76-4090: Microfilm $7.50:
Xerography $15.00)
Document Not Available from EDRS.
Language: ENGLISH
DocumentType: DISSERTATIDN (040)
Journal AnnounceMent: RIEOCT76
The purpose of this study Is the construction of an

administrative model to deal with youth In conflict In

Inner -city high schools through the intervening therapeutic
technique called Positive Peer Culture-(P.P.C.) Development of
this model was facilitated by analyzing the literature,
nationwide visitations of P.P.C. Programs and results of
questionnaires sent to existing P.P.C. programs. Results show
P.P.0 to be an effective technique -for dealing with inner-city-
youths In ccrflict relative ,to school and community behaviors.
Ouestionnaire results specifically show: (1) the need for
adult leaders whO are trained In the P.P.C. process before
assuming responsibility for a group: (2) the need for general
staff support for the program; (3) the need for a full-time
P.P.C. administrator; (4) a recognition that the peer group Is
a more influential force In changing behavior than are adults
In_ the school; and. (5) the lack of Sophistication In the
evaluation process of all programs. Recommendations from this
study include a positive Peer Culture line'diagram of duties
and responsibiAlftim for the P.P.C. administrator, a

hypothetical :budget for an average P.P.C. :program and an
implementatidn,calender for developTng a program within 18

months. All the above .recommendations are based on the
outcomes of P.P.C. programs In this investigation. (Author/M)

Descriptors: Behavior Change/ Conflict, Resolution/
Counseling Services! Doctoral Dissertations/ Educational
Administration/ *Guidance Programs/ High Schools/ Inner City
/ Interventon/ Models/ Peer Counseling/ Peer Groups/ Program
Descriptions/ *Program Development/. Student Behavior

Identifier::: Positive Peer Culture

ED120604 010433
Effects of Cross-Age Peer Relationships. Final Report.
Mason. Evelyn P.
1975 lip.
Sponsoring Agency; National Inst. of Mental Health (OHEW),

Bethesda, Md.; Office of Child Development (DHEW), Washington,
D.C.; Rockefeller Foundation, New York. N.Y.; Western
Washington State Coll., Bellingham.
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Ep117106 SP0092107

Student Paraprofessional Housing Program for Student Living.
Eggeman, Ken W.
Concordia Teachers Coll., Seward, Nebr..,
10 Dec. 1975 9p.
EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.

--_-- -- Language: ENGLISH

DocuMerilTypeiIRROJECT OESCRIPTIONA141)
Journal Announcement7-4VEMAY-76.--______
Concordia Teachers College recognizeslhe-need for creating

a humane and developmental environment for student
an attempt to achieve this objective, a student
paraprofessional housing program has been designed and
impleTented. initially. this involved the removal of all
professionally trained personnel in the student living units.
Secondly, a sophisticated selection and training model was
developed and designed to utilize students to replaCe the
professional personnel in the student. living units. As a
result of this program. 45 to 50 students -- are-- trained each
year in the skills of interpersonal communicatione--preblem
solving, goal development, and people management. While the
paraprofessional utilizes these skills in the student living
units, all students have an opportunity to- observe the
.applicability of these skills On people -to- people types of
environments. The evaluation proc,.ss has indicated a strong
degree of success with almost all students viewing the trained
paraprofessional as a highly skitled person. In addition,
graduate study surveys indicate that the paraprofessional
program has added a valuable dimension to overall teacher
education program. (Author)

Descriptors: College Environment/ *Co lge Housing/
Counseling Objectives/ Dormitories/ Higher Education/ Human
Relations/ +Nonprofessional Personnel/ Peer Counseling/
Student Experience
Identifiers: Distinguished Achievement Awards Entry

a
(1) a decrease in the total number of withdrawals:, (2) a
decrease in the total number of program changes; and (3) a
feeling on the part of faculty. staff and students that the
image of the university in responding to the individual has
been strengthened by the program. (Author/SE)
Descriptors: College Students/ +Counseling Effectiveness/

Counseling Services/ *Counselor Training/ +Peer Counseling/
Program Descriptions/ *Student College Relationship/ Student
Personnel Services

--ED11232-2MCGO10095
The Complite-Handbook of Peer Counseling-. An- Authoritative

Guide for the Organiiition-,-----Trathing, Implementation and
Evaluation'of a-Peer Counseling PrograM;

Samuels. Don: Samuels. Mimi
1975 191p.
Available from: Fiesta Publishing Corporation, Educational

- Books Division, 1515 N.W.- 7th Street. /Ham', Florida 33125 (HIC_
-$5.95e discounts-on quantity available)--

Document Not Available from EDRS.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal Announcement: RIEFEB76
This handbook describes the merits of peer counseling within

a drug education and prevention program, especially its
effectiveness as compared to traditional approaches to drug
abuse prevention. The means and methods to developing,
organizing and implementing a peer counselor program are
described in detail. Implementation is presented on a day by
day basis for the 15-day training cycle. The authors also
provide methods and instruments for evaluating the programs as
a whole, and the individuals within the program: the teacher,
the peer counselor, and the student. (Author)
Descriptors: Accountability/ Books/ Counseling Services/

Counselor Training/ Drug Education/ Peer Counseling/
*Program DevelopAent/ Program Evaluation

E0116iii CG010261
Student-to-Student Counseling. Final Report.
Baldwin, Roland A.
31 Jul 1975 46p.; For interim report, see ED 106 673;

Appendix H (p3ges 45 and 46) will not reproduce
EDRS Price - MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
DoCument Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal Announcement:, PIEMAY76
The success of a student-to-student counseling Program which

involves counseling of students by peers is attributed to
greater acceptance of peer counselors by students because they
'speak the same language' and share the same problems.
Counseling is conducted informally through telephone calls, in
cafeterias and in classrobms. The student counselors are
trained and provided with various reference materials they may
need in their work,. Some tentative results which reflect the
succesS,of the student-to-student counseling program include:
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E0111900 95 1,10014t45
Annual Technical Progress Report for Emergency School

Assistance Program, Title 45, 1970-71.
Lindsey, Randall B.
Kankakee School District ill. Ill.
1971 94p.; Several pages of illustrative materials in

"Attachment B" to this 'document have been deleted for
reproducibility reasons

Sponsoring Agency: Bureau of School Systems (DHEW /OE),
Washington. D.C.
Grant No.: 0EG-5-7f-0019
EDRS Price - MFOI/PC04 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: RESEARCH REPORT (143)
Journal Announcement: RIEJAN76
This paper presenti a technical progress report of two

programs conducted with funds provided under the Emergency
School Assistance Program. One. the Mobile Learning Unit, said
to have been designed to measure changes in fourth and fifth
grade_students_f___sel_f=concept_in_a _reorganized desegregated
school environment, focuses on whether a positive self-concept
comes (1) from .a decrease of academic deficiencies through
remediation procedures or from a program designed to increase
success identities; (2) from neither of these; or (3) from
both of these treatments. Results did not support either
treatment. yet the self-concept changes were stated to be
encouraging. The other program consists of a telephone hotline
said to have been designed to Allow students who have problems
to telephone a central location and receive advice 'and
dir ction with some degree of anonymity. The assumption that
pr -adolescents are more apt to talkto an unknoWn peer was
pr ven invalid. Hotline helpers were found to be unable to
re ax onough to calmly discuss the caller's problems in depth.
Th program as operating under its present structure was not
r commended for continuation. (Atjthor /AM)

Descriptors: Academic Achievement/ Children/ Community
I formation Services/ Educational Environment/ Grade 4/ Grade
5 Helping Relationship/ Information Networks/ Minority Group
C ildren/ Organizational Change/ *Peer Counseling/ 'Racial
ifferences/ +Remedial Instruction/ School Desegregation/
Self Concept/ Self Esteem/ +Telephone Communications Systems/
outh Problems
Identifiers: Emergency School Aid Act 1972/ Have A Student

elp Program/ Illinois (Kankakee)/ Mobile Learning Unit
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ED106736 CG009802
The Development of the Undergraduate Paraprofessional:

/
. Selection, Training and Supervision.

Clack, R. James; And Others
Mar 1975 16p.; Presented at the American College-Personriel

Association (50th, Atlanta, Georgia. March 5-8, 1975); Not
available in.hard copy due to marginal legibility of original
document
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Journal Announcement: RIEOCT75'
In 1972, the Student Counseling Center at Illinois ,State c

University initiated a paraprofPssional program to assist
students of the university.ln meeting-their needs. Ihis paper
discusses the role, selection process, training. and
supervision of the 72 undergraduate students currently__
employed in the program. The general role of these
paraprofessionals includes peer counseling, information, and
referral duties. Additionally, each student fs assigned to
work in a program area in either the Student Counseling Center
or the Academic Advisement Center. In-service training for the
paraprofessionals begins with a three-day workshop in the
Spring semester and another in le Fall prior to the beginning
of the second year. During the a idemic year. this training is
conducted through a univers4f class. "Student Advisor
Laboratory'', for which ear .icipant receives three credit
hours. The author di ses several critical elements which
must he developed and maintained in such a paraprofessional
program. (Author`)

Descriptors: Higher Education/ *Inservice Education/
Nonprofessional Personnel/ Peer Counseling/ Personnel
Selection/ Program Descriptions/ Speeches/ Supervision/
*Training Methods/ *Undergraduate Study
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-E0406673 C0009726
--,$ttMilent-tOrStUdent*CpUnSeling. Preliminary Report.
'Baldwin. Roland A.' 4

_ 24 Jan 1975 26p. -

46ponsor4ng Agency: EXXON Educatic Foundation,. New York.
N.Y.: -0.,0

1E086-Price-- MF0.1/PCO2 Plus Postage.
-Langdage:ANGLISH
DoCument Tipef_RESEARCH REPORT (143)
Journal Announcement: RIEOCT75

_ This document reports on the,e0ccess o f a peer counseling
program Itinded ion a college campus through the EXXON Education -

Foundation. The program- sought to: (I) increase the size of
----the-Counseling staff; (2) provide students with necessary

- skills; diagnostic testing. and counseling; (3)
-mInfmize-uhnecessary attrition and early -transfer; sand ('4)
Ancrease_the-_probability of success in college through. certain

objeotives. Ten students, chosen through a rigorous
selectton. process, were provided' with 30 hours_ of paid.

- training In which they learried' the ,many dirties andn
g n responsibillttes that they would have as peer counselors:

Infliat results from Impilementationof the program were even--
eater- ftirin.the authors expected. Some early result+. of the

studen -to=student-cRunselJgg were: (1) the total number of
witharawals during 'the seMester0 decreased: (2) thm,total.
number.of program changes was regice6 by- nearly 200: (3)faculty, staff. and students -felt that'the Image of the,

4uniVereity, in.4responding to- the individual had been
' ostrefigthened by the program. -A more complete evaluation of the

, project is :planned at the conclusion,of the first complete
year. lAuthor/PC)

' Descriptors: *Academic Achievement/ +College Students/
+Counseling Services/ Curriculum-Development/ Higher Education
/ Nonprofessional Personnel/ +Peer Counseling/ Program
Descriptions/ Success -

ED103063 .-195 JC750,98
Student Development Module in Community College Peer Helper

Training.%
'.' Anderson. Donald; And Otners

'Virginia Wesierh Community Cotl.. Roanoke.
Mar 1975 24p.; Paper presented to the Annual. Meeting of

the AmertcanCollege Personnel Association '(50th. Atlanta,
Georgia. March 175)
-Sponsoring Agency: Office of Education (OHEW), Washington.

!DIPS Price - 4;o1/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language:

.

` DoCument Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal -Announcement: RIEJUL75
AfIrgInia Western Commuhity CL!rege(VWCC) has developed

.peer helperq training program based on a modu'ar training
O deign. J% peer helper at VWCC is a student attending the
College who-haS been tsloed and evaluated as being effective

640

4-n

in specifically defined interpersonal helping relationships.
Peer helpers provide services as an adjunct to those services
provided by the,VWCC counseling.staff. Af,ter initial failpre
to develop ,a successful training program, the VWCC counseling
staff deVeloped an innovative modular training program. Each
module is an indiperideCit unit focusing on particular
cog614tve, skill. and /or affective requirement of a specific
tasi. Sixteen training modules are included,:' in the program and
are listed in the appendix, The assumptions underlying the, 0
general aspects of the prcinram are: (1). there does exist a
common core of fabilitativeconditions or relationship-buildi-
rig skills that is charapteristic of a'1 nelping interpersonal
relationships and (2): a helper must have skills and knoWledge
or a response repertFire adequate and specific for the task to
be performed. Means for-evaluating the individual partidipants
in the program are described. An extensive dibliography used
in developing the VWCC program is included. (Author/AH),
Descriptors: Counselor Evaluation/ +Counselor Training! ,

Helping Relationship/ +Hunan * Relations/ Interpersonal
Competence/ +Peer Counseling/6 Peer Relationship /.: Skill
:Development/ Student Development/ +Training Methods/ Training
Objectives/ *Two Year Colleges/ *Units of Study
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ED 10122°9 CG009432
Sex Differences in Response to Emotion: A Study of Peer

Counseling.
Haccoun. Dorothy; And Others
Aug 1974 25p.; Paper presented at the American Psychology

Association Convention (82nd. New Orleans. Louisiana. August
1974)
Available from: Dorothy Haqcoun. Department of Psychology.

Concordia University. Sir George Williams Faculty of Arts.
1455 de Maisonneuve Boulevard. West, Montreal. Quebec. Canada
EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: CONFERENCE PAPER (150)
Journal Announcement: RIEJUN75
Despite its significance, the field of informal peer

counseling remains relatively unexplored. This study focused
on the therapeutic responses that laymen_give to and desire
from their peers. In two ssparate studies. S's indicated their
reactions to sccipts. presented in booklets or on tapes. S's
were_ instructed to respond to these scripts as if the problem
Ware being .presented by "a friend". As expected. :armies
tended to be more receptive and nurturing than males. These
results were consistent wLth a view of females as more
other-oriented than males. Males did not indicate greater
usage of any category of response compared with feTales in
either experiment; thus, they did not appear to be more
rejating overtly than females, although they seemed less
actively helpful. The stimulus person's emotions had a major
impact ,..on therapeutic responses. Sadness elicited more
nurturing responses and more positive 'valuations than anger.
Sex-of-target effects in both studies provided very weak
support for the view that speciFic emotions would be responded
to differentially, depending upon the target sex. The authors
discuss implications of these results for peer counseling as a
form of preventive therapy. (Author/PC)

Descrflotors: *Emotional Response/ Interpersonal
Relationship/ Nonprofessional Personnel/ *Peer Counseling/
Research projects/ *Sex Differences/ *Stereotypes/ Therapy

ED098454 -95--00009195
Project WoMen-=in--a_Man's World of Work. A Program to

Develop the Career AwarenesS-of-High School Girls.
Hermon School Dept.. Maine.
.7192. 25p.
Sponsoring Agency: Bureau of Adult. Vocational, and

Technical Education (DHEW /OE), Washington. D.C. .

,EDRS Price - MF01/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: BOOK (010)
Journal Announcement: RIEAPR75
This document 'reviews an attempt to provide a career

awareness and guidance program spedifically for female high
school students. Groundwork was laid for the utilization of
student aids ,in the guidagce program. "Project Women"

established and carrieo out the following objectives: (f) the
identification of the career interests of 10th and 11th grade
girls; (2) the development of an inservice career orientation
to acquaint subjects (100 girls) with selected careers usually
held by men: (3) provisions for subjects to learn about
careers normally held by men from women presently earning
their living in tgose fields; (4) the development of an
inservice training seminar to help prepare to discuss, with
Other students, careers traditionally held by men: (5)_ the
provision of a rotating cadre of paraprofessional student help
(aides) to work with and through the guidance department: and
(6) the development of a model for a career guidance program
which might be adopted by other high schools. :A list of
suggestions for use by student paraprofessionals In their
career awareness- work -is also presented. (Author/PC),
Descriptors: Career Development/ Career Education/ Career

Opportunities/ Counseling/ Females/ Guidance Programs/
Pamphlets/ Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions/ Secondary
School StUdents
Identifiers: Maine 0

ED098448 CG009089
- YWCA Vocational-Readiness Package.

Scott, Jeanne
YWCA' of Los Angeles, Calif.
Apr 1974 9p.
EDRS Price - MF01-/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: PROJECT DESCRIPTION (141)
Journal' Announcement: RIEAPR75
This document outlines. in detail, the Vocational Readiness

Package for young girls, which is a week-long program
utilizing simulation games and role-playing, while employing
peer group counseling techniques to dramatize the- realities
concerning women in marriage and careers today. After three
years of using this program, the authors have compiled some
findings on girls' attitudes toward marriage and careers.
These are that the average girl: (1) plans on being married
and does not expect to work fir a living: (2) has minimal
knowledge about careers and their requirements: (3) selects
traditional careers for women; and (4) is distrustful of, and
often hostile to, the concept of "Women's ,Liberation." Th

chief differences in thinking among average girls seems to
arise more from socioeconomics and educational experience
rather than ethnic or cultural background. (Author/PC)
DescrlOors: Career Choice/ +Career Development/ Females/

+Games/ Game Theory/ Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions/
, *Role Playing

Identifiers: California/ California (Los Angeles)
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E0093772 S0007628
' Learning Pr;chblogy by Doing Psychology: A High School
Curriculum in the Psychology of Counseling. SEA Report 1.

Sprinthall, Norman A.
Minneapolis Public Schools: Minn. Southeast, Alternatives

Program
Nov 1973 37p.; A Report from the - Deliberate Psychological

Education Project
Sponsoring Agency:'Minnesota-0711%;., Minneapolis. Coll. of

Education.: National Inst. of Education (OHEW). Washington,
D.C. Experimental Schools.
EDRS Price - MFOUPCO2Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Document Type: PROJECT DESCn/PTION (141)
Journal Announcement: PIENOV74
The program described Is an- attempt to create regular

classroom learning experiences for teenagers which promote
,psychological development. Based on concepts from stage
theory, the objectives of the classes are to Increase the
level of psychological maturity of the pupils while teaching
particular psychological skills. The course is designed as a
practicum and seminar experience in which listening skills and
empathy responses are developed through actual peer counseling
experience. Practicum sessions consist of sequentlal.trainIng
In role playing,exercIses. - examinations of counseling tapes.
And counseling of high school peers. Seminar sessions include
readings on communication and discussions of counseling films
and tapes. Each of the class activities and writing
assignments are described. Statistical results from
evaluations of skill development confirm counselors' and
teachers' impressions ol,growth and maturity in participating
'students. It is felt that a series of complimentary coursesusing this Intervention format could expand and enrich the
standard academic subject-oriented teaching at the secondary
level. (Author/KSM)

-

Descriptors: Adolescents/ Counseling/ Curriculum
Development/ *Developmental Psychology/ Formative Evaluation/
Individual Psychology/ Intervention/ Peer Counseling/
Personality Development/ Practicums/ Program Descriptions/
Psychology/ Secondary Education/ Secondary School Curriculum/

, Seminars

ED087965- CG008677
Peer Counselor Program, 1972-1973.
CravItz, Herbert L.
California Univ., Santa Barbara,
1974 17p.

EDRS Price - MFOI/PC01 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Journal Announcement: RIEdUL74
This two-part document contains a description of a peer

counseling program affiliated with a cottage counseling center
and a brief outline of their peer counselor training
procedures. ThW program was established to meet the counseling

141 66

needs of students who tend to be aLJenated from more
traditional sources of help. The responsibilities of the peer
counselors, on an outreach basis, are to acquaint students
with the services in the Counseldng Ceqtev-;-' make appropriate
referrals, provide the CounselIng-Ceiiier with the Information
necessary to facilitate change and better serve the needs of
the student body, and-10 reach students intheir day-to-day
living problems ihrough a preventative model. Counselor
training censists of leg-ning basic counseling skills.,
information skills, assessment skills,_ and referral skills.
(Author/LKP)
Descriptors. *College Students/ *Counseling Services/

*Cotiiiselor Training/ Guidance Centers/ *Peer Counseling/
Program Descriptions/ Student College ReretionshIp/ Student
Personnel Workers/ Student Problems/ Student Subcultures

E0082093 CG008225
Peer Group Counseling: A Manual for Trainers: 8427.05.
Golln, Norman: Safferstone, Mark
Dade County Public Schools, Miami, Fla.
1971 83p.: An Authorized Course of Instruction for the

Ouinmester Program
EDRS Price MF01/PC04 P:us Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Journal Anneuncement:),RIFFER74

,Developed for use In the Dade County, Florida-. school
system, this training manual presents, an overview of
curriculum materials, course design and methodology by,,whIch a
unit in peer counseling can be conducted. It is designed to
,aid students in developing facilitative behavior and
counseling skills. Goals of this training program for peer
counseling include: (i) increasing students' awareness of
themselves and others; (2) developing facilitative
communication (3) developing, problem-solving' and
decision- making skills: (4) clarifying students' value
systems; and (5) developing small group guidance skills and
techniques. The 15-session program is designed so that
learning takes place primarily through the affective
experiences of group interaction. It is Intended that a
student trained In peer counseling during one quinmester willhave the opportunity to engage in peer counseling the
fo!!owIng quInmester. (Author/NMF)
Descriptors: *Communication Skills/ Counselor Training/

Decision Making Skills/ Group Guidance/ Guides/ Learning
Activities/ *Peer Counseling/ *Pupil Personnel Workers/ Self
ConCept/ Social Values/ Training

Identifiers: Ouinmester Program
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ED000916 CG008105 \

Peer Counseling: Trained Teenagers Reaching Peers in Human
Relations.
Varenhorst, Barbara B.
Feb 1973 6p.; Paper presented at the -American Personnel

and Guidance Association Meetihg, 11 February 1973, San Diego.
California
EDRS Price - MF01/PCC1 Plus.Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Journal Announcement: RIEJAN74
The Palo. Alto Peer Counseling program, now finishing its

third year of operation, is described. The first year was a

pilot year in which the idea was tested and the beginning
draft of a curriculum developed. The second year_ was a

developmental year, in which the practicum groups were started
as students who had taken the 12-week training the previous
spring started their assignments. In this year the first
course was offered for adults wishing to_ become
supervisor-trainers. The third year, now ending, was the
experimental year wheh the pro-gram is being systematically
evaluated. The overall program is discussed with the
philosophical foundation included and the future goals for
development outlined. (Author)
Descriptors: *Adolescents/ *Communication Skills/ Counseling

/ Counselor Role/ Ethical Instruction/ 'Human Relations/ "Peet'
Counseling/ Peer Relationship/ Practicums/ *Program
Descriptions/ Secondary School Students/ Trainers

Identifiers: Palo Alto Peer Counseling Program

ED080910 CG008041
The Development and Analysis of a Peer Counseling Program at

Patrick Henry High School.
Dunlap. Virginia
Jul 1973 -188p.; Ph.D. Dissertation, Walden University
EDRS Price - MFO1 /PCOB Plus Postage.
.Language: ENGLISH
Journal Announcement: RIEJAN74
A peer counseling program was instituted in a California

high school to: (1) expand the guidance services of the school
by utilizing trained students ;, (2) make school more meaningful
for the peer counselors through personal growth and
involvement: and (3) determine the feasibility of implementing
peer counseling projects in other high schools in the
district: rive professional counselors and speakers in related
fields assisted in the teaching and training of a peer
counseling class of 48 students. The course was offered firbt
semester, followed in the second semester by the Field
Training Phase of the program. Evaluation methods included:
(1) subjective measurement: (2% consultation; (3) feedback;
(4) participant-observation: (5) written instruments: and (6)
staff observations. Data irdicated that more students were
reached and helped with peer counselors :, and more assistance
was provided than would otherwise have been possible. The
majority of the peer counselors found that school became more

13
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meaningful and that they experienced personal growth in

attitudes toward themselves and others. The peer counseling
approach allows counselors to become guidance leaders for

staff and students, and allows students to become co-partners
in their own development. The program may serve as a model for
other high schools. (Author/NMF)

Descriptors: Counselcir Client Ratio/ "Counielor Role/
Guidance Programs/ High School Students/ Individual
Development/ *Peer Counseling/ Program Descriptions/ School
Counselors/ Secondary -Education/ 'Student Participation/
'Student School Relationship/ 'Student Volunteers

ED079653 CG008127
Peer Counseling.
Hoppenbrouwers, Toke; And Others
Sep 1970 17p.; Paper presented at the 4merican Psychiatric

Association; 25-28 September 1972, Honolulj, Hawaii
EDRS Price - MFOi /PCO1 Plus Postage.
Language: ENGLISH
Journal Announcement: RIEDEC73
Syix graduate students responsible for the creation of a

pear-counseling walk-in clinic discuss the training techniques
used for peer counselors at UCLA. A psychology course
featuring didactic and informational lectures, small
laboratory sessions. and personal growth groups was
instrumental in generating three basic attributes in the peer
counselors: warmth, empathy, and genuineness. Training labs
sensitized students to six interpersonal response modes:
questions, advisement, ,silence, interpretation, self,

disclosure, and reflection of feelings. The presentation
includes: (1) a discussion of the model used to train peer
counselors; (2) an assessment of the program and of the change
in students' counseling skills: (3) a summary of the program
and of future Weis; and (4) a suggestion. .that task teams

constitute an alternative in graduate education on both a
departmental and interdepartmental level. (Author /IAA)

Descriptors: Cocounseling/ 'Counselor Training/ 'Crisis
Intervention/ Evaluation/ Interaction Process Analysts/ Models
/ *Peer Counseling/ Program Development/ fleam.Training/
Training Methods/ *Volunteers

Identifiers: Group Assessment of Interpersonal Traits
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`ERIC 0
is. . .

*Educational Resources Information Centet

*nationwide educational information system

*network of 16 Clearinghouses, each with a
different educational focus

.*system updated monthly with the latest edu-
cational information

A

*system which hakes available, on microfiche,

unpublished-educational-materials not available
elsewhere (hard copy and microfiche reprints
are available from the ERIC Document Reproduction
Service)

CAPS

mos

*Clearinghouse on Counseling and Personnel
Services

*Clearinghouse responsible for selecting and
processing materials in the areas of the helping
services and the preparation of professional and
nonprofessional counseling'personnel

*infdrmation disseminator Which provides special
focused materials to help you in your work
setting

CAPS

offers . .

*local and state workshops to familiarize

participants with ERIC tools and materials

*CAPS Capsule, an annual newsletter, to

acquaint you with new activities and
publications of the Clearinghouse

*the Learning Resources Center; housing
the complete ERIC collection, profes-

sional-books, journals, newsletters and
magazines related to CAPS's scope

*national workshops on selected topics of
high current educational interest

*computer capability to help you with your
search needs. CAPS can search over 40 data
bases, including ERIC, Psychological Abstracts,
and NTIS. Minimum charge--$l5 average
single-data-base search cost--$20. Mail and,
phone inquiries welcome.

CAPS'

scope

*helping services

*counselor training, development and
evaluation

includes . . . *student characteristics and environments

*family relationships
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ERIC/CAPS, 2108 School of Education, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109. (313) 764-9492

*career planning

*drug education/abuse

*counseling needs of special populations such as
women, youth, dropouts,.aged, incarcerated,
widowed and divorced
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GENERAL INFORMATION
1. PRICE UST
The prices set forth herein may be changed without notice, however, any
price change will be subject to the approval of the National Institute of Edu
cation Contracting Officer.

2. PAYMENT
The prices set forth herein do not include any sales. use. excise, or similar
taxes which may apply to the sale of microfiche or hard copy to the Cus-
tomer The cost of such taxes, if any, shall be borne by the Customer

Payment spell be made net thirty OM days from date of invoice Payment
shall be without expense to CMIC.

3. REPROOUCTION
Express permission to reproduce a copyrighted document provided he-
reunder must be obtained in writing from the copyright holder noted on the
title page of such copyrighted document.

4. CONTINGENCIES
CMIC shall not be liable to Customer or any other person for any failure or
delay in the performance of any ob ligation if s..ch failure of delay la) is due to
events beyond the control of CMIC incuding, but not limited to. fire, storm.
flood,"earthquake, explosion. accident, acts of the public enemy. strikes.
lockouts, labor disputes. labor shortage, work stoppages. transportation
embargoes or delays. failure or shortage of materials, supplies or ma-
chinery, acts of God. or acts or regulations or priorities of the federal. state.
or local governrrients. lb( is due to failures of performance of subcontractors
beyond CM IC s control and without negligence on the part of CMIC. or is
due to erroneous or incomplete information furnished by Customer.

S. LIAMUTY
CMIC's liability, if any, arising hereunder shall not exceed restitution of
charges.

In no event shall CMIC be liable for special. consequential, or liquidated
damages arising from the provision of services hereunder.

I. WARRANTY
CMIC MAKES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO ANY MATTER
WHATSOVER, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE

7. QUALITY
CMIC will replace products returned because of reproduction defects or in-
completeness. The qualify of the input document is not the responsibility of
CMIC. Best available copy will be supplied.

OTHER ERIC COLLECTIONS AVAILABLE FROM EDRS

STANDING OFDERS

Subscription orders of microfiche copies of all ERIC reports announced in each issue of
Resources in Education average $160.00 per month.

, -

S. CHANGES
No waiver. alteration, or modification of any of the provisions hereof shall be
binding unless in writing and signed by an officer of CMIC.

9. DEFAULT AND WAIVER
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pay any invoice when due or to accept any shipment as ordered. CMIC
may without prejudice to other remedies defer any further shipments
until the default is corrected, or cancel this Purchase Order

b No course of conduct nor any delay ofCMIC in /exercising any right he.
reunder shall waive any rights of CM IC or modiF this Agreement.

10. GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be construed to be between merchants Any question
concerning its validity, construction. or performance shall be governed by
the laws of the State of New York.

11. DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS
Customers who have a continuing need for ERIC documents may open a
Deposit account by depositing a minimum of $20000. Once a depokit ac-
count is opened. ERIC documents will be sent upon request. and the account
charged for the actual cost and postage. A monthly statement of the account
will be furnished

12. STANDING ORDER ACCOUNTS
Customers who desire to receive microfiche copies of all ERIC reports an.
nounced in each Issue of Resources in Education may do so by depositing
$2000 00 or submitting an executed purchase order The cost of each issue
and postage will be charged against the account. A monthly statement of the
account will be furnished.

13. PAPER COPY (PC)
A paper copy PC1 is xerographic reproduction, on paper, of the original
document Each paper copy has a Vellum Bristolcover to identify and protect
the document.

14. FOREIGN POSTAGE
Postage for all countries other than the United States is based on the interna-
tional Postal Rates in effect at the time the order is shipped. to determine
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specify the exact classification of mail desired, and include the postage for
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